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ode.js. You know the name, you know

it’s popular with cool kids and you

know you should be using, or at least

learning to use, it. It will integrate

perfectly with JavaScript code, well it is

a JavaScript runtime, and make your

builds faster and better.

In this issue’s lead feature on page 40

we tell you why you need to get friendly with

Node.js, what it can do, what it’s typically used for, 

how to install it, how to create and deploy a 

server, how to start using it, how to keep it secure 

and how it works with npm to off er even more 

power to your builds.

Stepping away from the code intensity of Node.js we take

a look at how you can make your CSS animations that bit

smarter. Find out how to use transforms for 3D

animations, five things you didn’t know cubic-bezier could

do and how to identify the causes of poor performance.

And, there’s more. Learn how to animate with SVGs for

pin-sharp dynamic graphics and how to meld CSS

animation with JavaScript for extra interactivity.

WordPress is still powering millions of websites and

individual installs are still using plugins to power them up.

We show you how to identify the good ones and how to

avoid the bad ones. Plus, we provide a comprehensive

selection of the best, and current, plugins you need.

Enjoy the issue.

Welcome
to the sue

THE WEB DESIGNER MISSION
To be the most accessible and

inspiring voice for the industry,
offering cutting-edge features

and techniques vital to
building future-proof

online content
Steven
Jenkins

“Sometimes it’s
worth a lot more to
push a really cool
idea and alienate a
small percentage of
users than it is to be
all inclusive”ANIMAL is a new agency that
loves to tell a good story.
Page 34

“The foremost
reason for using
Node.js is the ability
to retain your
existing JavaScript
logic. ”Follow us on Twitter for all the news & conversation @WebDesignerMag

Visit our blog for opinion, freebies & more www.gadgetdaily.xyz

Highlight
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<meta>
welcome

N
Bow down to the power of Node.js 

Video Tuition  – 103 Minutes of responsive web design video guides
                                             from Pluralsight (pluralsight.com)
Assets                –    17 Overlay AdSense-compatible ad templates from 

SparkleStock(sparklestock.com)81 Designer resources 
FREE – exclusive with this issue

www.filesilo.co.uk/webdesigner

               –  3 HTML5/Responsive web templates 
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<meta>
contributors

Got
web skills?

We’re always looking for the 
hottest web-design talent. Email 

webdesigner@imagine-publishing.co.uk
with examples of your creative work

Neil Pearce

Neil is a web designer from 
Essex, UK and has been 
contributing to the 
magazine for many years. In 
this issue he demonstrates 
how to animate a header 
that will shrink onscroll and 
is responsive. Page 54

Mark White
Mark White is Senior Staff 
Writer on Photoshop 
Creative. This issue he  
explores the relationship 
Photoshop has with type 
and goes through the 
process of a creating a 
custom font and making it 
web ready. Page 58

Tim Stone
Tim is front-end developer at 
Lush with four years prior 
experience working with a 
number of digital agencies. 
This issue he turns to the dark 
side and builds with React 
Native. Find out how to create 
a map with an overlay of 
information. Page 80

Mark Shufflebottom
Mark is a professor of 
Interaction Design at 
Sheridan College of 
Advanced Learning and is 
also an Adobe Education 
Leader. In this issue Mark is 
creating 3D animated mask 
effects for logos in WebGL 
using three.js. Page 50

Matt Crouch
Matt is a front-end 
developer creating intuitive 
designs for Cinolla in 
Bournemouth. In this issue, 
he shows you how to set 
up the Polymer CLI and 
build a simple, reuseable 
autocomplete component 
for your forms. Page 86

David Howell
David is an experienced 
writer, author and journalist 
who runs his own company 
Nexus Publishing. This issue 
he takes time out to chat 
with new agency on the 
block ANIMAL and find out 
how it brings life to projects. 
Page 34

Ralph Saunders
Ralph delivers front-end 
excellence for global 
creative agency, Crowd. In 
this issue he reveals the 
secrets behind creating 
smarter CSS animation. 
Create complex effects, 
improve performance and 
join with JS. Page 66

Leon Brown
Leon is a freelance web 
developer and trainer who 
assists web developers in 
creating efficient code for 
projects. This issue he 
identifies what makes a good 
WordPress plugin and 
chooses 20 that devs and 
designers need. Page 74

This issue’s panel of experts

“ Node.js is a very 
hip technology: 
adding it to your 
skill roster allows 
you to access a 
variety of 
cutting-edge 
technologies ”

Welcome to that 
bit of the mag 
where we learn 
more about the 
featured writers 
and contributors… 

Tam Hanna

Tam’s career has seen him wrestle with a variety of stacks and languages, 

being particularly impressed with Node.js. This issue he shows you how to 

install, what Node can be used for and how to implement it. He then 

shows you how to proceed to more advanced use cases. Page 40
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www.web.design

Stand out from the crowd and .design your
domain name to reflect what you do!

Web Designer readers get 40% off a .design domain name and
email address with code WEBDESIGN40

www.yourname.design

*Discount valid on non-premium names only. Domain name and Porkbun Email renew annually at regular prices.

.com is so 1997
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<meta>
insid

Cutting-edge features, techniques and inspiration for web creatives

Quick look…
08   Goodbye Flash 

It has been said many times but Google are 

about to finally kill off any support. It’s really going 

to happen in 2016.

10   Webkit: The best must-try 
resources out there  
Discover the libraries and frameworks that 

will  make your site a better place to visit

11   Designing for the real world 
  Interactive designer Ainara Sáinz Gutiérrez  

  says that designers need to be designing for the  

  real world not themselves 

16   Lightbox 
A showcase of inspirational sites and the 

techniques used to create them 

28    A drop of Resn 
Talented and flouting the rules, Resn tells us how 

it created its award-winning new site

34   Animal instinct 
  Formed in 2015, ANIMAL has quickly become  

  experts in design and the art of storytelling 

 

40   Unleash the power of Node.js 
Discover why you need the JavaScript runtime 

and find out how to master it to create 

cutting-edge applications 

66  Smarter CSS animation  
  There’s more to animation than just being pretty.  

  Utilise the power of transforms, create complex  

  animations, animate with SVG and find out how  

  to negate poor performance  

74  20 Best WordPress plugins 
  We show you how to idenrify what makes a  

  good plugin and pick 20 that you need to  

  know and use 
 

92   Hosting listings 
An extensive list of web hosting companies.  

Pick the perfect host for your needs

98  Next month 
   What’s in the next issue of Web Designer?

Chat with the team and other readers and discuss the latest tech, trends and techniques. Here’s how to stay in touch…
webdesigner@imagine-publishing.co.uk  @WebDesignerMag        www.gadgetdaily.xyz

ontents

A look at an innovative dating app

Cover focus

34

Getting to grips with the joys of storytelling and design
ProFile: ANIMAL

40

16
Lightbox: Cross Me
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<tutorials>
Web gurus take you step-by-step 
through professional techniques

74 20 Best WordPress plugins  
Discover how to identify a good plugin, avoid a bad one  
and get the ones you need

80 Build an app with React Native
Get started with React Native and create a performant  
native map with thousands of overlays

86 Autocomplete with Polymer
Create a Web Component to search big data lists that 
you can reuse anywhere

FileSilo
A comprehensive collection
of free designer resources!

 96  Get the latest must-have resources and videos

web workshop

web developer

WEB DESIGNER

08 Flash is no more
It’s not called Flash anymore and Google will

be dropping all support in version 55 of the

Chrome browser.

10 Webkit: The best must-try
resources out there
Need a new framework or library? Then

this is where you need to start.

11 Comment:

The interactive designer at Unbounce

thinks designers need to be designing for

the real world and not themselves

<header>
The tools and trends to  
inspire your web projects

48          Change content  onscroll
       loflorecords.com
      Instantly shift to different content

62          Add an interactive cursor
      experience.brainside.io
      Say goodbye to the standard mouse cursor

Ainara Sáinz Gutiérrez

66
Make your CSS animation, smarter and faster with this performance-enhancing guide

50  Design an animated 3D logo   
   How to use three.js to turn any 3D object into a mask for  
  an image to create a stunning identity for your site

54  Create a smart responsive header
  Use JS to build a responsive and animating page header  
  that moves up on page scroll

58  Create a custom font
  Discover the secrets of creating a bespoke font and saving  
  in the web-compatible format WOFF

96

Never
miss an issue

Subscribe 
Turn to page 64 now

USA readers turn to 
page 85 for an
exclusive offer



uch has been made of

the demise of Flash and

the rise of HTML5. It’s

not new news, we at

Web Designer have written the odd story

or two on how ‘Flash is dead’. The truth of

the matter is that Flash is still alive, but

slowly and surely its power is being eroded

bit by bit. The use of Flash will eventually

reach a critical point where it no longer has

any bearing on the browser experience, but

currently it still does. We at Web Designer

think that Flash will follow a similar path to

IE6: it will still be with us in five years time,

but its usage will be restricted to a hardcore

few. It will be forgotten by the masses but

revered by a small, elite club of followers.

For those who love a bit of trivia China is

still the leader in IE6 usage with just over

three per cent of users still holding on to

the browser. Who are these people?

Elsewhere in the world, usage is under one

per cent with Vietnam coming in a distant

second with 0.7 per cent.

Getting back to Flash and co, the big

issue is not so much support but the

creation process. As long as there are still

designers and developers creating

Flash-based output, it will never die. But the

two go hand-in-hand. When a browser

vendor removes support, the creators will

eventually need to follow suit. Apple has

never had Flash, which means millions (or

billions) of users have been missing those

shoddy, irritating Flash ads that we never

wanted to see anyway. Has it had an

adverse effect on their lives? Shouldn’t think

so. If you want to know why you can read

Steve Jobs’ article (apple.com/hotnews/

thoughts-on-flash/) from 2010. It’s a good 

read and still makes sense.

Back to the present and Google is doing 

its best to make Chrome a Flash-free 

experience. Chrome 53 (with a stable date 

of September 2016) will by default block 

non-visible Flash content, eg tracking 

cookies. The release of Chrome 55

(December 2016) is to see Flash

depreciated completely, apart from sites 

which only support Flash. Guess who is 

going to be taking over? HTML5.

Elsewhere in the world of browsers, 

Firefox has already done the same thing as 

Chrome 53 and even the ever-popular 

Microsoft browser Edge is joining the party. 

They will be using the click-to-play

approach adopted previously by other 

browser vendors. This means to see any

content the user needs to click to view,

which gives the obvious (and welcome?)

option to ignore.

As much as it seems Flash is about to

ride off into the sunset and enjoy its

retirement, as we mentioned it’s still here.

So, what lies ahead in the future for Flash?

In case you didn’t know the software is n

longer called Flash, it’s followed Adobe’s

naming conventions and has become

Adobe Animate CC. This was announce

November 2015, but the software is no

full flow, off ering web-friendly publishi

options for HTML5 Canvas, WebGL a

SVG. For more info, visit adobe.com

products/animate.html.

What about the Flash plugin yo

Adobe still believes in it and it was

back in August that it released th

Flash Player 23.

While we in the industry car

removal of Flash does the gen

consumer care? Probably not

want something that works, w

may be.
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Flash is still here, but Google is doing its best to help create a
Flash-free browsing experience

The incredibly slow
demise of Flash

Get Web
Designer
digital
editions

Web Designer’s latest digital

addition to its burgeoning 

collection is The Developer’s 

Guide to JS. Check out how to get 

started with ES6, use Babel to 

compile code to work everywhere 

and get started with npm. 

Don’t forget Animate with 

HTML & CSS and 3D and the Web. 

We cherry-pick a collection of the 

best animation and 3D techniques 

to add interest to any project. 

Plus, check out Advanced 

Angular, 20 Quickfire HTML & 

CSS techniques and Amazing 

Websites and How to Build them 

Vol 03. How can you get your 

hands on a Web Designer digital 

edition? Head to bit.ly/1hsGYgl to 

download the free Web Designer

p and find them waiting for you

hase“ Flash is still alive, but slowly 
and surely its power is being 
eroded bit by bit ”

M

News
webdesigner@imagine-publishing.co.uk | @WebDesignerMagCONTACT US AT:

Header The tools, trends and news to 
inspire your web projects.

Get your hands 
on a collection 
of the best 
contemporary 
techniques
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Header

Graphics
Walls 2015
bit.ly/2bBqQNt
Street art at it finest. This collection from 

YOK and SHERYO is beautifully crafted. 

WordPress
Liv
bahemian.com/demo/2016/liv/landing/
A stylish multitalented newspaper style

theme that puts the story as the main focus. 

Comes in a light or dark style.

Colour picker Typesetter
Frontage Condensed
bit.ly/2bBOPut
This three-dimensional font is perfect for

creating text with impact. Add some shadow 

for a touch of reality.

Odd but trendy
bit.ly/2bBA1sA

01. Femme Fatale Studio
femmefatale.paris/en
A classy dark palette combined with 

animated text and models to engage.

02. Converse Diamonds
counterclimate.converse.com
A video-based story that is interspersed 

with some impressive text eff ects.

03. Where’s Lolly
icelolly.com/wheres-lolly/
Spot-on illustrations combine with video to 

create a location-based product game.

04. The Land of Clean
paneralandofclean.com
Animated landscapes made of vegetables, 

bread and cheese. 

Inspiration

Sites of the month 02.

03.

01.

04.

#E0EFF1

#680148

#7DB4B5

#000000

#FFFFFF
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Nightwatch.js
nightwatchjs.org
Nightwatch.js is ‘Browser automated 

testing made easy’. It is an easy-to-use 

Node.js based end-to-end (E2E) testing 

solution for browser-based apps and 

sites. It uses the Selenium WebDriver API 

to perform commands and assertions on 

DOM elements. It creates clean syntax to 

let users write tests quickly, using only 

JS (Node.js) and CSS or XPath selectors.

Grade.js
benhowdle.im/grade
If you want to create a complementary 

colour gradient from an image then this 

neat little library is an easy-to-implement 

solution. Try it out.

HTML Email
htmlemail.io

Getting emails to work the same in all 

clients isn’t easy. However, HTML EMAIL 

provides a host of tried and tested 

responsive templates.

Pluggable.js
jcbrand.github.io/pluggable.js
Make your JavaScript code pluggable 

while still keeping sensitive objects and 

data private through closures, with the 

help of this tiny 2.5KB tool.

webkit

TOP 5 Web conferences – October 2016
Get yourself a seat at the biggest and best conferences coming your way soon

Polymer 
Summit 2016
polymer-project.org/summit

Enjoy two days of talks, 

codelabs and sessions from the 

Polymer team.

CSS Dev Conf
2016.cssdevconf.com

The dedicated CSS conference 

returns with top industry talent 

including Trent Walton, Chris 

Coyier and Jonathan Snook.

Apps World 2016
tmt.knect365.com/apps-world

Apps World brings the biggest 

players in the global technology 

ecosystem, including Facebook 

and Microsoft.

droidcon 
London 2016
uk.droidcon.com

Meet the Android community, 

hear expert speakers and find 

out latest Android advances. 

ng-europe
ngeurope.org

A two-day conference 

dedicated to Angular.js. Find 

out about the latest web and 

mobile app technologies

Header
Resources

webdesigner@imagine-publishing.co.uk | @WebDesignerMagCONTACT US AT:

Discover the must-try resources that 
will make your site a better place
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‘m an interactive designer and my goal has

always been to create stunning and polished

design experiences. Have my deliverables

always been successful? No. Why? Because I

didn’t test my concepts as much as I should have and,

instead, I just made a lot of assumptions. In reality, I

wasn’t designing for the real world.

As a designer, it’s really easy to go with your gut,

with your idea or be guided by your own personal

experience. It’s so tempting to make assumptions

when it comes to context that it often leads us to

disappoint our users and make potentially dangerous

design decisions.

As confident as we can be, we never know for sure

what the user really wants until we test it – with them.

And yes, it took me going through a few cycles of

creating deliverables and experiencing frustration in

order to fully appreciate the value of knowing the

user’s context!

There are questions I now always look for answers

to. Who’s my target audience? Where are they and

which device are they using to interact with my

design? How much time are they willing to spend on

the site? Is someone else influencing them? What is

their emotional state?

My mentors always told me to spend time with my

users in order to see their pain points through their

eyes. At the beginning, I felt really intrusive and

invasive but then I recognised the value of observing

and listening before thinking.

The most useful things for me as a designer was

conducting contextual inquiry interviews – one-on-

one interactions with my

user in which I was able to

observe and interview

them as they did their

normal activities. After

these interviews, I jumped

into a master-apprentice

role in which I learned from them by watching. Being

sure not to steal too much of their time, I was able to

understand my audience’s behaviours and identify

how my product could fit into their daily lives.

Finding out the user’s needs and motivations now

helps guide me into the right track for my projects,

Ainara Sáinz Gutiérrez Interactive designer at Unbounce ainarasainz.com/work/

and by having a clear understanding of my user’s lives, I’m

able to generate informed and solid hypotheses.

The next stage is translating these hypotheses into

potential solutions and then into potential features. Now,

the question was, which features do my users actually 

want? By generating quick prototypes of key features and 

testing them with my users, I easily saw what they 

wanted and didn’t want before even building it. 

Watching the users during testing and paying 

attention to the feedback they give us is so valuable in 

helping us refine our solutions to generate meaningful 

impact through our designs. 

One thing I noticed was that I felt I was 

‘compromising’ precious time through all this testing 

that I had originally designated for the interface 

design. I wasn´t comfortable with this, but I enabled 

myself to understand the value of approaching my 

project from another angle. 

As you know and as much as it hurts writing it, due 

to tight deadlines or working under pressure, some 

designs may not always have the ‘wow factor’ (ouch!). 

But, if you do solid research, they’re always going to 

have a clear purpose. I learnt the hard way that it’s 

better to compromise a beautiful interface than to 

compromise our user’s experience. 

I’ve had the wonderful opportunity to work with a 

variety of clients as a freelancer, at a digital agency 

and at a product company. What I’ve learned by 

understanding my target audience and by trying 

different methodologies is that we need to design for 

real people, not for ourselves.

Remember, every project is unique and we need to 

always begin with a discovery phase. It doesn´t matter 

how much potential we can see in a feature or how 

much we are into our design preferences if it doesn’t 

bring any value to our project; we need to learn to let 

it go. We also need to know how to spend better our 

time and avoid working on ideas that are not relevant 

for our stakeholders or for 

our end users. 

In the end, everyone 

has their own design 

process and there’s no 

right or wrong. What really 

matters is your ability to 

explain the rationale behind your approach and your 

design decisions. You need to demonstrate how you 

focused on the customer value because this is what 

will ultimately improve the quality of your designs and 

this is what will pay you back with the satisfaction of 

your customers.

I

Designers need to create for real people, not for themselves

Designing for 
the real world

header_______________________________________________________________________11

“ Finding out the user’s needs and 
motivations now helps guide me into the 

right track for my projects ”
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Hamburgers
jonsuh.com/hamburgers
The hamburger menu is everywhere and 

the adoption of animation has made 

them even more popular. Do you want to 

create a cool-looking animated menu 

without having to start from scratch? 

Hamburgers off er 14 diff erent variations 

of going from hamburger to a cross and 

back. All you need to do is download the 

CSS and copy the markup.

Living Styleguide
livingstyleguide.devbridge.com
Build a guide to your brand, and share 

your colour swatches and typography 

chart to make sure that your brand can 

be enjoyed by all. 

Aurelia
aurelia.io

Want to create next-gen JS apps? This JS 

client framework for mobile, desktop 

and web uses simple conventions that 

empower creativity. 

Origami
facebook.github.io/origami/
When Facebook builds a tool it’s worth a 

look. Origami is a free tool for designing 

modern UIs. Put together a prototype 

and run it on your iPhone or iPad.

webkit

TOP 5 UX design tools
Keep your customers and team happy with this collection of tools

Mural
mural.co

Remote working is the key 

here. Seamlessly work within 

the same space as if everyone 

was in the same room.

Color Safe
colorsafe.co

Generate colour palettes for 

your projects that not only look 

good but are based on web 

accessibility guidelines

UX Pin
uxpin.com

Manage your entire UX process 

with this easy tool. Design, 

prototype and collaborate 

across one platform.

UserTesting
usertesting.com

Customers count, and knowing 

how they work is critical to 

success. Get videos of people 

working to get essential insight.

JustinMind
justinmind.com

Need prototypes? Get 

feature-rich design mockups 

and change them into fully 

functional UI prototypes.

Header
Resources

webdesigner@imagine-publishing.co.uk | @WebDesignerMagCONTACT US AT:

Discover the must-try resources that 
will make your site a better place



o you remember? That house – maybe

it was yours – where nobody used the

front door and instead always entered

through the garage? Nobody spent any

time in the ‘front room’ and instead hung out at the

kitchen table or a den buried deep down a hallway?

Yeah, you remember. Well as it turns out, websites

are a lot like that. People only use the front door – in this

case your homepage – when they have to.

That doesn’t have to be a bad thing, and of course,

that doesn’t need to spell the end for front doors – er,

homepages. It just means that we can be smart about

where we put other doors, and how we can make sure

that folks don’t get stuck in one particular area,

especially for lack of knowing that there even is a living

room in the first place.

Here are a few truths for this house analogy. Never

judge a book by its cover. Homepages are big and

beautiful set pieces. They’re where you (a brand) plant

your stake in the ground and create an imagination for

what you’re about and who you are. A common

mistake is to try and say too much too soon in a

situation like this, however, but the truth is that ‘most

users’ aren’t really ready to ‘read’ anything when they

first happen upon your website and are in a ‘browse’

mentality. They just arrived, so maybe wait to tell them

who, what, why and when the house was built until they

actually take their jacket off. So make the homepage

welcoming, palatable and absorbable, giving the visitor

the vital information that they require at the start of

their journey as well as a snapshot of what they can

expect and will experience as they dive into the deeper

grooves and troves of the website.

Ask a sailor: water gets in wherever

it can. There is a direct correlation

between sites with a lot of content or

pages – about literally whatever – and

the trend of users coming to the site

via pages other than the homepage.

This trend becomes more and more aggressive as the

site is better optimised for SEO and is indexed more

fully. The more convenient the garage door, side

window or skylight prove themselves to be for entry,

the less the dependency on the front door will be.

Expect visitors to your site to arrive from any number of

Justin Jewett VP, director of technology at Bukwild bukwild.com

places and land in any number of potential destinations 

within your site. Ensure that deeper pages are just as 

welcoming, useful and informative. Make it easy for the user 

to navigate and direct them towards the journey you would 

ideally like them to take when they walk through the door, 

no matter what door that may be. 

Go with the flow (it’s actually pretty great). We know

– from looking at aggregate data across dozens (of

dozens) of sites we’ve built – that an average length of

visit to a site is around two minutes. Something like the

first quarter of that time is spent deciding whether or

not to stay, and the following minute is spent deciding

whether or not you’re telling them what they asked to

know. As much as we all want to believe our site is

special and will command more attention from visitors

than the statistics suggest, stay realistic and grounded

and give the visitor what they want. Some folks wanna

know what’s in the fridge. Some wanna know where the

Xbox is. Answering their question(s) is the polite thing to

do and can certainly only help to increase the amount

of time a visitor is willing to spend and is interested in

spending on your site.

Give ‘em an inch before you give ‘em a mile. Once

you’ve directed their attention to the information that

they identified would be most helpful or convenient to

them, they are inclined to stay and consume that

information. Now is your opportunity to start telling

them about the things that you are interested in. This

can manifest itself through any number of ways on

each page or within each section, but remember that

you are first keeping them engaged and then sprinkling

in a bit of your value-add. Most of the time they’ll nod at

you between bites or during cut scenes but every once

in a while… they’ll ask for more info. Ensure your site has

the flexibility to walk the delicate balance between

feeding visitors with the information they want and

came to your site to seek, along with the information

you want them to have and take away as they go.

One industry’s ‘whatever’ is another’s ‘wow neat’.

Similar to how programmatic ad

campaigns or really any physical

retail experience ever, you now have

an opportunity to increase the

quality of your recommendations to

them and tell them more about what

they asked about, more about things they didn’t ask

about but you know to be related and additional test/

pilot items that could also interest them. Incorporating

relevant suggestions throughout the whole of the site

will help a visitor see your site as a valuable resource

and encourage repeat visits.

D

“ Make the homepage welcoming,
palatable and absorbable”

Welcome users with the information they need to start their journey, just not too much

How important is
the homepage?

Header
Comment
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“  Tokyo web studio 
SHIFTBRAIN delivers a girl and 
boy step-by-step tour through 
this dating app’s features  ”Development technologies HTML5, SVG, jQuery, ThreeJS

CROSS ME
crossme.jp
Designer: SHIFTBRAIN, Inc – www.shiftbrain.co.jp
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LightBox
CROSS ME

Above

Avant Garde Gothic appears in Book and Medium 
typefaces, mainly across the links and button labels

Above

Noto Sans, registered to Apache License, is used in 
Regular, Medium and Bold and available via Google Fonts 

#64B0DA #FC6396

#8391DC #A1BD5D
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LightBox
CROSS ME

Avoid visitors quitting your site by using an animated screen to let them know that content is loading

How to create a two-way 
progress loading bar
1. Page structure 

The first step is to create the main document structure. 

The document consists of two sections – the head and 

body. The head section is used to load resources such as 

the CSS and JavaScript files. The body section is used to 

contain the page content elements, which will be created 

in the next step.

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

<head>

<meta charset="utf-8" />

<meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" 

content="IE=edge">

<meta name="description" 

content="description">

<title>Loading Screen</title>

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" 

media="screen" href="styles.css"/>

<script src="code.js"></script>

</head>

<body>

*** STEP 2 HERE

</body>

</html>

2. Content containers 

There are two content containers used in the example – 

the page content container and the loading screen 

container. The loading screen container has two span 

elements, which will be styled and animated in the CSS 

stylesheet to produce the loading animation. The main 

content is stored inside the <main> container.

<main>

<h1>Main Content</h1>

<img src="image.jpg" />

</main>

<div id="loading">

<span></span>

<span></span>

</div>

3. Start the CSS 

Create a new file called ‘styles.css’. We start the CSS 

styling by defining the html, body and loading screen 

containers. These must all fit the full screen for the effect 

to work, so we set a width and height of 100%. We also 

want no margin or padding to avoid borders being 

displayed. Finally, we need to set their default background 

colour to black.

body,html, #loading {

display: block;

width: 100%;

height: 100%;

background: #000;

color: #fff;

padding: 0;

margin: 0;

}

4. Switching containers 

We are creating a loading screen while the page is being 

loaded, so there is a need to make the main content 

invisible by default. This is achieved by setting its opacity 

to zero, but making it visible with opacity set to one when 

the page body has the ‘loaded’ class applied to it. 

Similarly, the loading container is hidden when the body 

has the ‘loaded’ class applied.

body main{

transition: opacity 2s;

opacity: 0;

}

body.loaded main{

opacity: 1;

}

body.loaded #loading{

display: none

}

5. Loading elements 

The animated components of the loading screen are all 

first level elements. We need to use the wildcard * to 

allow the HTML to specify this as any element; they are 

the span tags in this example. The default properties are 

set their initial positioning, while the animation attribute 

specifies the that the loading animation is to be applied. 

The animation is also set to loop infinitely, with an ease 

out effect lasting for 2.5 seconds.

#loading > *

{

display: block;

position: absolute;

top: 40%;

background: #f00;

animation: loading infinite ease-out 2.5s;

}

6. Individual element styling
There are two elements inside the loading screen 

container, which we use the nth-child selector to target 

the elements based on their order location within the 

loading screen. The attributes applied are specifically for 

setting position and handle settings for the animation 

effect to work.

#loading > *:nth-child(1){

transform-origin: 100% 50%;

left: 50%;

}

#loading > *:nth-child(2){

transform-origin: 0 50%;

right: 49%;

}

7. Animation description 

With all of the settings now in place, the last styling 

requirement is to define the animation to be applied. We 

need to call the animation ‘loading’, which has two frames 

to animate between – ‘from’ and ‘to’. Elements will 

animate their width, height and opacity, with a blur filter 

also being applied.

@keyframes loading{

from{

width: 0;

height: 10%;

filter: blur(0);

opacity: 1;

}

to{

width: 50%;

height: 5%;

filter: blur(15px);

opacity: 0;

}

}

8. Page load detection 

Create a new file called ‘code.js’.  With the CSS being set 

to close the loading screen once the ‘loaded’ class is 

applied to the body, we want to use JavaScript to apply 

this class when loading is detected. We also want to see 

the effect, so we use a ‘duration’ variable that controls the 

minimum number of seconds for the animation.

var duration = 5;

var loaded = null;

var loadListener = function()

{

document.body.className += " loaded";

}

window.setTimeout(function(){

if(loaded == true)loadListener();

},duration*1000);

window.addEventListener("load",function(){

if(loaded == null)loaded = true;

else loadListener();
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“ Design agency Velten Media 
presents a responsive promo site 
for Dutch DJ Jay Hardway, rich 
with video and audio ”Development technologies WordPress, jQuery, GSAP

JAY HARDWAY
www.jayhardway.com 
Designer: Velten Media – www.veltenmedia.nl
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Above

Antonio Regular by Vernon Adams is a display typeface 
with a sans serif feel used on headings and main links

Above

Avenir by Linotype is used in Book and Heavy weights to 
style the remaining page text and navigation links 
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LightBox
JAY HARDWAY

1. HTML initiation 

Define the HTML container with its head and body 

section. The head section contains elements that define 

the document’s description, along with the style sheet. 

The body section is used to store the main content.

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

<head>

<meta charset="utf-8" />

<meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" 

content="IE=edge">

<meta name="description" 

content="description">

<title>Animated Navigation</title>

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" 

media="screen" href="styles.css"/>

</head>

<body>

*** STEP 2 HERE

</body>

</html> 

2. Navigation content  
The navigation is made from a <nav> element that 

contains anchor links. This simple setup is good for SEO. 

Each link contains the text they are to initially show; you 

should put the specific link inside their href attributes.

<nav>

<a href="#">One</a>

<a href="#">Two</a>

<a href="#">Three</a>

<a href="#">Four</a>

</nav>

  

3. CSS initiation 

Now create a new file called ‘styles.css’. This file should 

contain the rules for the initial document state, which is to 

have the HTML and its body to cover the entire screen. 

For this example, we also set their background to black 

without any padding or margin to avoid any unwanted 

borders appearing.

body,html {

display: block;

width: 100%;

height: 100%;

background: #000;

padding: 0;

margin: 0;

}

4. Navigation links 

Each link inside the navigation container needs a default 

state. This will be to appear using padding of one 

character with text showing in white and aligned to the 

centre. Setting their display as ‘block’ will result in them 

fitting the full width of their container – use inline-block if 

you don’t want this.

nav a,

nav a::before{

position: relative;

display: block;

padding: 1em;

color: #fff;

font-size: 3em;

overflow: hidden;

background: transparent;

text-align: center;

}

5. Hover flash 

Part of the effect is to present a white flash when the item 

is initially hovered. This is achieved by setting the main 

background to white. We also set the text colour to black 

in this step. 

nav a:hover{

background: #fff;

color: #000;

}

6. Background definition 

The image background is made from an element defined 

by the ‘::before’ selector. This is set to display over the link 

element, with positioning and sizing being set to cover 

the full element. A transition is applied so the background 

and opacity will animate when changed.

nav a::before{

position: absolute;

display: block;

content: "";

color: #000;

font-size: 1em;

top: 0;

left: 0;

width: 100%;

height: 100%;

padding-left: 0;

padding-right: 0;

background: no-repeat center center;

background-size: 100% auto;

opacity: 0;

transition: background-size 2s,  

opacity .5s;

}

7. Animate background 

The ‘::before’ element is animated when its parent ‘a’ tag 

is hovered. With the transition already applied for 

background and opacity, it’s just a case of setting their 

new states. In this case, opacity will be set to fully visible, 

while the background size will be increased to match 150 

per cent of the container width.

nav a:hover::before{

opacity: 1;

background-size: 150% auto;

}

8. Individual links 

Each link has a different background. Individual links are 

referenced using ‘:nth-child’. The ‘::before’ element 

appearing over the default ‘a’ tag means that we also 

need to specify its inner text content. We can specify the 

text to be the same as the original, or use alternative text 

– as demonstrated with the second and fourth children.

nav a:nth-child(1)::before{

content: "One";

background-image: url(image1.jpg);

}

nav a:nth-child(2)::before{

content: "More";

background-image: url(image2.jpg);

}

nav a:nth-child(3)::before{

content: "Three";

background-image: url(image3.jpg);

}

nav a:nth-child(4)::before{

content: "More";

background-image: url(image4.jpg);

}

Use animation as a UX design tool for attracting attention to interactive navigation components

Code navigation effects to show a 
background image on rollover
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“ Italian carmaker Fiat enlists 
the talent of New York’s 
Razorfish to deliver an interactive 
test drive experience ”Development technologies PHP, jQuery, Modernizr, HTML5

Fiat 124 Spider – ROADS
124spiderroads.fiat.it
Designer: Razorfish – www.razorfish.com
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custom typeface on the opening splash page
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LightBox
Fiat 124 Spider – ROADS

Use content backgrounds to subtly capture the attention of website visitors using this animation effect

Create subtle animation (zoom 
in/out) on a background image
1. Page framework 

The page is initialised with the creation of the HTML 

document structure. This consists of the head section 

and the body section. The head section is used for 

containing non-visible definitions such as page 

description details and references to external CSS and 

JavaScript files as well. The body section is where the 

page content is stored – this will be properly defined in 

the next step.

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

<head>

<meta charset="utf-8" />

<meta http-equiv="X-UA-Compatible" 

content="IE=edge">

<meta name="description" 

content="description">

<title>Animated Background</title>

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" 

media="screen" href="styles.css"/>

</head>

<body>

*** STEP 2 HERE

</body>

</html>

2. Main content 

The page content needs to be placed inside the body 

section of the HTML document. We use the <main> tag 

as the container for the page; this allows us to reference 

this container in CSS without using classes. The use of 

the <main> tag is also good for SEO because it is clear 

that the content inside is the main page content.

<main>

<h1>Hello!</h1>

</main>

3. Initiate the CSS 

Create a new file called ‘styles.css’ to start your CSS rules.  

The page document and content body need to be set to 

cover the full screen. To achieve this, we need to ensure 

that they are displayed as a block element so that their 

width and height can be set to 100 per cent. To avoid 

borders, we also set their padding and margin to zero.

body,html {

display: block;

width: 100%;

height: 100%;

background: #000;

padding: 0;

margin: 0;

}

4. Main containers
In this example, we are going to set the main content 

container to cover the full size of the screen. With it being 

inside the page document body, we just set it to be 100 

per cent width and height of its parent. We also don’t 

want any overflow to break the effect; this is set to auto 

so that a scroll bar will appear if required. 

main{

position: relative;

display: block;

width: 100%;

height: 100%;

overflow: auto;

}

5. Background animation settings 

The effect requires background to be applied to the main 

container, along with a reference for an animation to use. 

The effect requires the background to be positioned in 

the centre for the illusion of focusing into the image. 

Additionally, we specify no repeat for the background as 

a fallback for an unusual size layout.

main{

background-repeat: no-repeat;

background-position: center center;

background-image: url(image.jpg);

-webkit-animation: animateBackground 

infinite ease-in-out 25s;

}

 

6. Define animation 

The last step is to define the animation. This is achieved 

by altering the background from full screen to double the 

screen size. There are three key frames for the animation; 

initial state, maximum zoom and minimum zoom. The 

first state at 0% is the same as the last state at 100%; this 

is to animate going in and out to the same initial state.

@-webkit-keyframes animateBackground {

0% { background-size: 100% auto; }

50% { background-size: 200% auto; }

100% { background-size: 100% auto; }

}

}
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How 
Resn 
Got a 

Refresh
Eventually, change becomes 

inevitable, even after eight years of 
greatness. One of the web’s most 
celebrated digital agencies reveals 

how it replaced an iconic 
portfolio site with a new one 
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I
n the world of professional digital design, there are 

those commercial projects that enable teams to really 

express themselves. We know this because for the 

most part they appear on these very pages, providing 

compelling stories from concept to launch. However 

it’s true to say that even in the most accommodating 

instances, where a paying client seemingly grants the 

commissioned agency free creative reign, certain 

constraints always remain. So perhaps the most exciting 

projects for designers and coders are those they 

undertake for themselves, totally under their own 

direction. Often these manifest themselves as side 

projects, proof of concept demos or technological 

prototypes woven into microsites that garner knowing 

nods from the community. Perhaps more importantly 

though, are those occasions when the old agency domain 

is in dire need of a refresh. Yes, that time when that 

sparkling example of dotcom self promotion isn’t quite so 

sparkling anymore and what was once deemed 

cutting-edge has gone, well, slightly blunt. This very 

scenario was facing Resn, an agency whose own portfolio 

website was approaching eight years of service in 2016 

and won numerous awards in that time. 

“Our old website was on her last legs,” laments the team. 

“Old Resn was one of the greatest sites of her day, 

perhaps the greatest. But, alas, nothing lasts forever. The 

time had come to send her off  to that great web 

browser in the sky. That’s just how life is sometimes. 

We’ll miss you, Old Resn.” So it wasn’t a case of 

the old site outstaying its welcome, but 

rather a fine excuse to bring it into the 

design diary _____________________________________________________________29
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now. With off ices in New Zealand, Amsterdam and San 

Francisco, Resn as a firm has developed significantly in 

that time to build similarly ‘gooey’ interactive experiences 

for the world’s biggest brands. The challenge then would 

be to encapsulate what the team itself calls the “Resn 

Eff ect”, with a wholly new presence forged by its own fair 

hands…

Selling a beautiful dream
“At first glance, the new Resn site is much cleaner looking 

than the old one’s riot of colour and images,” the team 

explains. “The new site is dark, premium, mysterious. Its 

shiny blackness entices you, mesmerises you. Delving 

further into its depths, you find yourself surprised, 

delighted and almost satisfied, yet not quite. It always 

leaves you wanting just a little bit more.” 

It would be hard to argue with that description – but 

how did such an impressive experience get started? Well 

apparently it began with an enigmatic realisation from 

Resn’s global creative director Steve Le Marquand after 

viewing the old site on his phone and deciding the Resn 

mobile experience wasn’t, shall we say, the best. “I came 

up with the idea that we should give users a gift in the 

form of a gem, along with our contact details, to pique 

their interest to get in touch,” Le Marquand starts. “Once 

we got the gem in motion it was obvious we were going 

to have to update our whole website.” 

Surprisingly though, this epiphany didn’t immediately 

convince all of Resn’s worldwide board of creative 

directors. “My first perceptions were, what’s wrong 

with the site we’ve got?” admits Kris 

Hermansson, creative director at Resn 

Amsterdam. Eventually, though, such 

How Resn Got A Refresh

Black provides the dark, moody
atomsphere that prevails
throughout the site

One of the final touches to the site is an 
element of modern web design that tends 
to be overlooked. Nonetheless, with the 
audio support now standardised in 
modern browsers, it can play a major role 
in delivering a more immersive 
experience. This is certainly the case 
with the new Resn site and given that 

the company already had a history of 
adding recognisable soundtracks, 

the opportunity wouldn’t be 
missed. Global creative director 

and originator of the initial 
project idea Steve Le 

Marquand would in fact 
create the music 

and sound 

eff ects, all inspired very much by the visual 
elements. “Audio is a core pillar in the 
foundations of Resn and plays a huge role 
with almost all of our interactive 
experiences,” Le Marquand enthuses. “It 
bears half the load of creating 
atmosphere and is given the latitude it 
deserves to elevate a piece. With the 
site I tried to create something 
thoughtful, moody and emotive for 
the backing track while 
introducing contrast to the 
drop experiments. Holding 
your mouse down on 
the drop was a 
personal 
favourite.”

Adding atmosphere 
with audio
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misgivings were quelled and with 

the guys at the very top convinced, 

the wheels were in motion to bring 

everyone on board. “Getting started a

bringing it to fruition was a relatively s

process,” Hermansson concedes. “We

entire studio to start telling people th

releasing a new Resn site, [and in] tha

ourselves to build it. Imagine if we fai

would have been embarrassing.”

Doing it for themse
Such an embarrassment was unlikely

of Resn’s freedom to do things its ow

was purely an internal project, made

Resn, so it didn’t revolve around the u

relationship. But answering only to its

simple given the global scattering of

rather unusual position of having no

“Initially, there was a great deal of in

communication, with diff erent aspects

handled by our Amsterdam off ice on o

and the Wellington off ice on the other

operate as autonomous units, so it wa

much cross-fertilsation, but the creativ

from the interaction. Also unusual for 

deadlines, other than the ones we set

course we had to do all this while carr

client work, which did have deadlines.”

That last point is worth noting bec

undertaking of internal projects, whil

satisfaction, remains costly without d

short-term revenue. So teams know t

build of this kind alongside paid work

discipline, while maintaining that com

“We are always our own harshest crit

determined not to release anything u

standard. That meant that we would

make sure we got it right, and we thin

     

From gem to visual
As we already know, the concept of a

Steve Le Marquand’s initial idea. To rea

element in particular, Resn’s creative te

Matt Halford took up the task of fleshin

would become the site’s centrepiece –

Gem. “In order to fashion the Resn Ge

team explored numerous visual desig

How Resn Got A Refresh

The old Resn site 
wasn’t the best on 

mobile. The new site 
makes sure it’s an 

experience to enjoy 
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3D models and iterations of digital prototypes in order 

to arrive at the final look and feel,” Halford describes. 

“WebGL allowed us to create a 3D object of desire that felt 

tangible. We developed various real-time rendering shaders 

to give the gem a realistic physical presence while playing 

with light to creating an ever-changing visual form.” 

That visual form draws design cues from two familiar 

sources fans will recognise, notably the Resn Drop logo 

and ‘Online Energy Ball’, the centrepiece of the old site. 

This was a deliberate move to provide some continuity, 

bringing in references and favoured visual motifs such as 

bat monsters and He-Man-like sword-wielding arms. “Resn 

is made up of many individuals, each one a diff erent facet 

of the company. If you look closely, you’ll see that the 

Gem is an asymmetrical object. Its somewhat eccentric 

shape represents the unique collection of people that 

make up Resn.” With this initial creative concept 

underpinning the work, the metaphor and brand identity 

of the Resn Gem could lead the actual design work that 

followed. This would go hand in hand with prototyping 

and interface motion tests, spanning a two-stage process. 

“The first phase was designing a base functional website 

that included the flow from page to page – the way we use 

transitions and navigate our work and menus,” explains 

Marcus Brown, senior art director and design lead on the 

project. “The second phase, which came months later, was 

all about adding an extra layer of personality and flavour. In 

this phase, we tackled surprising moments, such as the 

resize man, plus the interactive and moving backgrounds 

on the contact and about pages. We also considered things 

such as the 3D tilts on the images within our project menu 

and the masking eff ect on our copy.” 

By working on the more ambitious visual components 

later, the team knew it had a functional site at the core. In 

addition, while keen to push the desktop version in terms 

of in-browser performance, the mobile site couldn’t be 

compromised, having been a big catalyst for the original 

update. “There would be slight diff erences, but the 

mobile version should take advantage of what it does 

best with gestures, gyroscope and a compact 

high-res screen. The design played to all these 

strengths and was done in tandem with the 

desktop visuals.”

Although the team is doubtful that it will
take another eight years before an even
newer Resn website appears, this version
has certainly been built to last. The team
expects to add or replace interactive
experiments over time as they happen,

along with the ability to update work
and biography sections where

relevant. There remains, though, a
strong desire to keep everything

on the site clean and focused
around a ‘Resn-centric

experience’ – something
that defines both

agency and
eventual

working partners. “While we made the site
so that anyone could enjoy it, it is aimed
primarily at potential clients by
demonstrating what we do as an agency,
instead of merely explaining. We’re aware
that some clients might not like that
approach. We can almost hear
someone saying ‘just tell me what
you do, without all the bells and
whistles’. That’s not our client.
We’re targeting direct clients
that want to create something
exceptional. If you want a
basic, run of the mill
website, we’re not
your guys.”

Maintaining a
Resn-centric experience Users needs to click 

and hold to reveal 
the real magic 
behind the gem
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Zombie fonts and 
launch time jitters
When it came to the back-end development 

duties, things were typically far from simple. The 

team half jokes about its own realisation that “HTML 

is hard” and perhaps having known so beforehand 

would never have started! Still, the thought of those lavish 

website award ceremonies would bring Resn back on track 

even when age-old quandaries reared ugly heads. Why so 

many browsers? Should it still support Internet Explorer 7 

and, at the opposite end of the spectrum, how might the 

site perform on an Apple Watch? Myriad questions were 

raised, along with interface real estate issues such as where 

share buttons go when all four corners have been filled. 

One recurring issue approaching completion time was a 

zombie font, unexplainably swapping itself in and ruining 

the design. “Everything was out of alignment. We don’t 

know what happened, but our devs worked late into the 

night and finally fixed it. For a while everything was fine, 

then suddenly, for no reason, the horrible font came back 

from the dead. We’d go through the process of killing it and 

having it come back from the dead over and over again. 

We just couldn’t kill it. In the end, we changed CDN 

providers. That fixed the problem for good. Or so we hope!”

So with typography saved, attention swiftly turned to 

unexpected legal worries leading up to the big launch. 

Bizarrely the team admits to almost white labelling itself on 

the project before thankfully noticing the oversight and 

averting a crisis. “The site was only days from going live 

when someone noticed the issue. If they hadn’t seen it we 

would have released a Resn portfolio site where we legally 

couldn’t talk about Resn. That would have been a fiasco.” 

Those issues aside, however, the new Resn site was 

eventually unleashed with minimal fanfare. “Initially, we 

only put it out to our followers on social media and 

newsletter subscribers. But, the moment it dropped, our 

Twitter feed exploded. Users were using all kinds of 

superlatives, saying it was the best website of the year 

and just generally heaping praise upon us. It was a little 

overwhelming because we didn’t expect that level of 

response.” Such praise would be backed by an FWA win 

on the first day of submission, followed by accolades 

on Awwwards and CSSDA. “It’s also been featured 

on design showcases and blogs all over the 

web,” the Resn crew proudly adds. “And, as 

you can tell, we’re still talking about it.”

“The clear standout is the Resn Gem,”
begins senior art director and design
lead, Marcus Brown. “The logo for the

Resn brand is a drop of resin, which
became the point of focus to start

our new website. From this drop we
wanted to turn it into a 3D object

that we would present the user
with. We wanted to entice

the user with something
special and have

them keen to

see more. This drop made of faceted
sides represents us as a company, each
facet showing the many skills and
talents of the people who work here
and how we’re ever evolving. The
initial direction for this object was
a crystal diamond drop and one
that was realistic looking. We
soon moved away from
realism and chose
a dark moody
atmosphere.”

Site Highlight
We asked the Resn team what it feels is the
standout feature of the new site and why?

An agency site needs a showreel to 
show how great they are
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Formed in 2015, ANIMAL is the product of two 
peoples’ desire to not only work within one of the 
most creative and dynamic markets that exists 
today, but to fulfil lifelong passions for storytelling.

Co-founder Eric Keshishian explains: “I’ve been 

doodling and drawing my entire life; cartoons and 

comic books served as the inspiration and a 

springboard into the arts and design field. I then 

received my formal education from UC Santa 

Barbara with a BA in Studio Art. 

“After graduation, I immediately jumped into the 

freelancing world, picking up my first gig at an 

extremely young agency. That’s where I met the 

unusual cast of characters that inhabit the design 

world; it’s also where I first met Dustin. 

“Funny story about the first time we met: my boss 

at the time casually walked over to me and asked me 

to interview a new hire, without prior warning. So, I 

strolled into the room completely unprepared — mind 

you, there have been times when I’ve been asked to 

interview a designer, took one look at their book and 

wondered why they’re still adhering to the design 

aesthetics of Geocities (which now is ironically making 

a comeback). So, the first time I met Dustin, I shook 

his hand, asked to see his work, and after a few 

minutes I said: ‘dope’. The rest is history, and now 

ANIMAL is here because of that meeting.”

Dustin Mattock who co-founded ANIMAL with 

Eric outlined how he got into design: “When I was 

around age 11 I started using Photoshop as a hobby, 

teaching myself through every snippet of 

information I could get my hands on. At first I honed 

my chops by replicating what I saw on rave flyers at 

the time, as well as what was happening in web 

design in the early 21st century (gmunk, Surfstation, 

Design is Kinky). 

“Once I graduated high school, I went on to 

become an automotive designer, but soon after I 

came to the realisation that graphic design was my 

true calling. After a few freelancing gigs, I moved on 

to the agency life. I climbed the ladder rather quickly 

along the way, spearheading and contributing to 

several campaigns for many [big] names like HBO, 

Sony, Netflix, South Park, Adobe and Disney.”

Eric picks up the story: “In 2006, we worked 

together at an agency in Hollywood, where we both 

shared an off ice and watched R. Kelly’s ‘Trapped in 

the Closet’ during our lunch breaks. We worked on a 

huge range of projects together until 2010 when we 

both left the company to pursue other ventures. 

“We remained close friends — sharing a similar 

sense of style when it comes to design and humour, 

which plays a huge role in our personal work along 

with ANIMAL’s vibe, look, and feel.

“We were reunited in 2012 to produce the creative 

and visual assets for the Just Dance Kids property. 

This was a unique experience for both of us, as it 

was a pretty large-scale videogame project which 

spanned over six months. During that time, we spent 

countless late nights of delirium together, 

reminiscent of our old days of sharing an off ice, and 

this further fed the idea of starting our own business. 

As the project concluded, we both looked at each 

As a new agency ANIMAL has instantly become known as not just an 
expert in design within today’s digital environment, but a group of 

storytellers that brands know can bring kinetic life to their products

Google

Lenovo

Logitech

Netflix

Warner Bros

Key Clientswho ANIMAL
what Graphic design, motion graphics, 

animation, social, Illustration, interactive design, 
3D, videogames, Virtual Reality, face melting

where 238 S. Arroyo Pkwy #413 Pasadena, 
California 91105 United States

web animalmade.com
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other and said: ‘Why don’t we do this for ourselves?’ 

Both of us felt like we wanted to be in a position 

where we were in charge of the type of work we 

took on, setting the boundaries ourselves rather 

than someone else doing so.”

Making the decision to start your own business is 

never easy. Simple things such as naming your 

business can prove to be 

testing to say the least. “This 

shit was insanely hard, like 

on another level,” says 

Dustin. “Putting two 

creatives together and then saying ‘pick a name’ 

almost guarantees a struggle. So we had a huge list 

of names scribbled everywhere: whiteboards, 

post-its, bar receipts and napkins. We created the list 

then narrowed our choices down to a few we liked, 

advancing them to the next round in the 

‘Tournament of Names’.

“During the process we would inevitably come up 

with more and more names to throw into the mix, 

constantly refining and expanding the pool like an 

endless loop. ANIMAL was something that we both 

felt strongly about, a name that always advanced to 

the next level. Ultimately, we had to bear down and 

make a decision, as during this whole time we were 

already doing business and needed to figure that 

shit out quickly before we started billing! 

“ANIMAL was a name that felt like it could have a 

lot of diff erent meanings. It’s an extremely vague or 

general word but still evokes a lot of distinct visual 

imagery and energy. The domain name shit is even 

harder. You finally get a name, then you gotta deal 

with a URL, or vice versa, which has to be easy to 

remember as well as easy to type. Obviously animal.

com was out of the question – Discovery Channel 

owns that. We ain’t f***ing with them on that front – 

we decided on animalmade.com. Now everyone 

thinks our name is AnimalMade — which is a hurdle, 

but we’ve learned to let go — besides, the work is 

most important. Now that you brought this topic up 

– we’ve just spent an hour or more scouring even 

more possible funny URLs to use. We just picked up 

animal.wtf because, why not?”

As a new agency, building 

a website for the business is 

of course essential, but with 

other considerations such 

as mobile devices and how 

accessing web-based content has changed, how did 

ANIMAL approach its own corporate presence on 

the internet? Eric outlines the approach: “We think 

our online presence is extremely important — if 

you’re an interactive shop, for instance, the site is an 

example of the type of work you do, a portrayal of 

your aesthetic and personality, as well as a 

demonstration of the way you handle UX and 

design etc.

“we’ve just spent an hour or more scouring 
even more possible funny URLs to use. We 

just picked up animal.wtf because, why not?”

The co-founders and creative team that is ANIMAL

Founders/Creative directors: 2

Illustrators: 2

Designers: 1

Sound Engineers: 1

Agency Breakdown



“Knowing your audience and goals are important 
in this regard — if you have the luxury of 
disregarding low penetration use cases (grandpa 
and grandma hardware) — then great. Sometimes it’s 
worth a lot more to push a really cool idea and 
alienate a small percentage of users than it is to be 
all inclusive. Trying to appease everyone is a 
dangerous mindset that can creatively demoralise 
your team and water down the final product.”

industry insight
Dustin Mattock, co-founder

“There is a huge trend toward ‘templatey’ sites 

where everything is super minimal (not that there is 

anything bad with that) just everyone’s vision starts 

to look the same in our opinion. As ANIMAL, we 

couldn’t do that. We had to stand out from the pack 

and do something that was uniquely us and would 

attract the type of work we would like to do.

“We made sure our site was easily updateable for 

our needs — we believe form and function should be 

in synergy — so we made it eff ortless to upload and 

update the site without using a heavy CMS.

“[Our] website was also a strategic move — being 

new, we didn’t have a ton of work examples and 

case studies. We needed to create something that in 

itself was an example of our 

work; where people could 

see what we could do, 

without bombarding them 

with a 10-page case study. 

So far, the site has been 

pretty successful, getting 

job inquiries, fan mail and a few awards, along with 

being used in some schools teaching CSS.”

New businesses can find it hard going in the first 

few years. How has ANIMAL gone about attracting 

the kind of clients it wants to work with? “We’ve 

gotten most of our work from word of mouth, 

reputation and past connections,” says Dustin. 

“Although we think it would be sick to have 

someone out there focused on getting work for us. 

We really thought the business would be slow for 

the first few months of operation, but as soon as we 

started we had to hit the ground running. It was a bit 

of a shock, but getting used to it was easy because 

of the amazing people we got to work with.”

Every creative agency wants to be diff erent and 

develop work that pleases their clients, but also 

makes the world sit up and take notice. How does 

ANIMAL decide who to work with? Eric explains: “We 

enjoy projects that push our limits, make us think and 

test our creativity. The projects where we thrive are 

the ones that scare us a little bit. That small bit of fear 

and excitement really pushes our creativity and work 

quality forward into new territories we never thought 

possible. Within these scary projects, we find 

opportunities to use new tools and new technology 

that we would probably have avoided before. ANIMAL 

has a lot of hats — we like to dress up.

“When it comes to something we won’t take on, 

we’re up front and honest with our partners — if 

something isn’t doable, we tell them. We want to set 

everyone up for success by strategising multiple 

methods and solutions for achieving a project’s goal 

and ensuring all expectations are exceeded. Burnout 

is also too real of an issue in this industry — respect 

and kindness is integral, so it’s important to pick and 

choose when you operate past 100 per cent.”

Young agencies want to make their mark but also 

define who they are within the creative marketplace. 

Does ANIMAL have a specific DNA that defines its 

ethos? “We work on a lot of secret stuff  for our 

clients that we wish we could share, but of all the 

stuff  we can show, we’re particularly proud of the 

Logi ZeroTouch project,” explains Dustin. “We had a 

blast concepting and coming up with ways to create 

the animations and motion graphics for this piece. 

“The aesthetic of this project really resonates with 

our creative personality as a company. The loud 

colours, small bits of humour, the minimal style, and 

asset creation all cohesively meshed into a workflow 

that we were comfortable, yet excited with. I mean, 

really, though, our website is probably the perfect 

example of the style of stuff  we love to create, and 

how we inject humour into our work. We wanted to 

introduce a small sense of play and mystery, and 

reward people for exploring the site.”

With what can be an extremely diverse array of 

clients needing very 

diff erent styles of work, has 

ANIMAL developed any 

typical working practices? 

Dustin continues: “Working 

in the industry for this long 

has taught us one thing: 

there is no typical timeline. We often get wild 

proposals that are often just impossible to meet and 

have to turn them down. 

“Everything is always ASAP. There is usually never 

enough time to complete a project at the pace we 

feel the work deserves, but we adapt quickly and are 

rather good at it, as years of agency work taught us 

this. Sometimes that can be exciting, but you really 

have to be clever with how you manage your time. 

We would love some longer project timelines – but 

even then, I’m sure we’d want even more time to 

flesh things out! 

“At the beginning of a project we will often 

brainstorm with the client. We try to include the 

“Burnout is also too real of an issue in this 
industry — respect and kindness is integral, 

so it’s important to pick and choose when 
you operate past 100 per cent”
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client whenever possible. We then take what we 

learned and carry it over into our own separate 

brainstorm, where we both refine and enhance 

those ideas to push them as far as possible.

“For the division of work, we tend to gravitate 

towards a natural selection method: If one of us has 

a better grasp of an idea or a particular excitement 

about the task, that person takes it on.

“As for the most time consuming task, we always 

joke about how correspondence and emails are a 

time suck — we’re designers and creatives, not 

Hemingway. But really, the most time consuming 

process we found is rigging character models for 

animation. It’s honestly understandable why large 

studios like Pixar or Dreamworks need thousands of 

people. Sometimes, we’ll be working on some 

animation task that takes hours, if not days — then, 

when it’s all said and done, we’ll look at the finished 

project and it’ll be like: this took that long. WTF?”

Born into a world that seems to off er new digital 

tools to play with every day, does ANIMAL have a 

toolset that it’s particularly comfortable with? “We 

use all sorts of tools,” explains Eric. “A random mix of 

3D software, Photoshop, After Eff ects and Illustrator 

are our main squeezes, but we use a variety of other 

tools. We’re excited to add OctaneRender to our list 

of tools.”

Dustin also comments: “We don’t always use the 

computer. We will even do traditional artwork if need 

be. We work remotely most of the time, so Google 

Apps really help us collaborate – Hangouts for 

instance. Drive is a huge part of ANIMAL, so we can 

share files quickly with each other without dealing 

with an ftp program. We also use Google Apps 

including Docs, Sheets and Calendar.

“Despite some specific quirks and 

problems regarding the Windows version 

of the suite, we still use CC for the bulk of 

our projects. Some really great AE tools that 

are essential to our workflow: DUIK – an 

amazing IK/FK character rigging tool by 

creator Chez Duduf, Joystick ‘n Sliders – 

another awesome rigging and animation tool 

that allows you to seamlessly blend 

animation poses with a set of GUI joystick 

and slider guides, animationPATTERNSpro, 

Ease and Wizz, Motion v2 – a combination of 

exceptional easing and motion tools.

“We’ve been seeing some awesome shit 

with SVG/Vector animation. We’re excited to 

see how this evolves and it becomes easier 

for us to develop wild experiences with low 

load times, along with being adaptive, 

responsive, and viewable on all devices.

“WYSIWYG website creation tools are 

single-handedly changing the interactive biz. 

On the positive side, these platforms make it 

easy for people to build their own responsive 

websites that usually function well. On the 

downside, the visual language and aesthetic of 

the web is becoming more uniform… and 

boring. Not to mention the impact of 

devaluation on custom web design work. Thus 

making it something we should definitely keep 

on our radar. 

“HTML5, CSS3 and jQuery have made so 

much more possible. However, it feels like we need 

to take this opportunity to leap and break out of the 

box model and grid systems to deliver truly 

jaw-dropping web experiences.”

We were tasked with the challenge of creating a 
short narrative illustrating the functionality of Logi’s 
new ZeroTouch product — a smart car phone holder 
and voice-command app. We were given a script 
with minimal art direction and let loose. 

Storyboarding and time blocking were extremely 
important for this particular project, as we were 
restricted by video length. Once our rough pass was 
timed and locked in, we did what we do best and just 
had fun with the nuances of character creation and 
motion exploration. 

We really love ‘playing’ when it comes to motion 
design and feel that this experimental phase of work 
really pushes the quality of the final product. 
Working simultaneously with a voice over 
production team proved to be quite a challenge, but 
we stayed consistent on the composition of our 
scenes, allowing us to modify shots and narrative 
relatively quickly.

Logi ZeroTouch
www.logitech.com/en-us/product/zerotouch

Reviewing notes and brainstorming is 
always fun at ANIMAL



Eric and Dustin meet
for the first time as
both work for the
same agency

Dustin and Eric work on
video games that helps
push them to go out on
their own.

Preparation begins for
the big leap to start their
very own venture
called ANIMAL.

Eric and Dustin finally
fulfil their dream of
working together as
ANIMAL is founded.

The agency website is
complete giving
ANIMAL a global
presence and a fanbase.

Dustin and Eric figure 
out how to stop Windows 
auto-update from 
occurring somehow.

Year
2006

Year
2011

Year
2014

Year
2015

Year
2016

Year
2020

No. of employees
0

No. of employees
0

No. of employees
2

No. of employees
3

No. of employees
6

No. of employees
0 Humans

Eric also says: “Responsive design is great if the

content is compatible. It’s all contextual. Delivering a

similar experience across all platforms is desirable

and it’s becoming easier to achieve as mobile

devices become more robust (most people’s phone

resolutions are larger than their desktops). The real

challenge is dealing with old hardware and tiny

screens. These scenarios usually require semi-

custom solutions (media

queries are your friend).

“As far as interactive goes

– it’s a must have now. A

year or so ago, it was

something like, ‘well, if we can fit in or if we have a

budget for it, blah, blah, blah’. But we feel that what

you experience on a desktop should be the same

on a mobile device.

“Knowing your audience and goals are important

in this regard — if you have the luxury of

disregarding low-penetration use cases (grandpa

and grandma hardware) — then great. Sometimes

it’s worth a lot more to push a really cool idea and

alienate a small percentage of users than it is to be

all inclusive. Trying to appease everyone is a

dangerous mindset that can creatively demoralise

your team and water down the final product.”

With a diverse client list that will continue to

evolve, using the latest technologies can often be

highly seductive, but should designers take care

when choosing how to accomplish their project?

“Lately, we’ve been really hooked on using

Octane,” says Dustin. “The ability to utilise your

GPUs and see what you’re working on in real time

saves a load of time. It’s like baking cookies, but

being able to taste the final product a few times

along the way to make sure they’re just right — 

that’s kinda what Octane allows you to do, but with 

3D stuff.”

Eric also commented: “We love experimenting 

and creating funny little game concepts in between 

projects. Unity is a fantastic tool for throwing down 

ideas, developing prototypes and iterating on the fly. 

It provides a freestyle workflow that we are the most 

comfortable with. We’d love 

to attribute more of our 

resources to creating games 

and interactive projects in 

the future.

“Improvements to WebGL and Chrome have 

been pretty exciting for us. The ability to deliver 

awesome 3D web experiences without the need 

for Flash opens up an entire dimension of 

possibilities. We’re huge gamers and actively 

participate in the Twitch.tv community. We hope to 

start streaming some stuff for educational 

A typical ANIMAL meeting

timeline

“We enjoy projects that push our limits, make us 
think, and tests our creativity. The projects where we 
thrive are the ones that scare us a little bit. That 
small bit of fear and excitement really pushes our 
creativity and work quality forward into new 
territories we never thought possible.”

industry insight
Eric Keshishian, co-founder

“Lately, we’ve been really hooked on using 
Octane.  The ability to see what you’re 

working on in real time saves a load of time”
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purposes that would help people out that maybe 

are getting started or just curious professionals. 

This would be a great way for us to learn from the 

community as well! Twitch is something we’re 

definitely keeping our eyes on; it’s a great platform 

and growing like crazy.”

Developing a team that can create great work in 

what can often be an extremely intense 

environment is something that ANIMAL has had to 

learn. When it has hired people into its team, time is 

always taken to find the right people with a specific 

attitude, as Dustin outlines: “First and foremost we 

look for a good personality fit — you spend tons of 

time with the people you work with, so you need to 

all get along. You’re essentially finding potential 

family members to hang out with for almost eight 

hours a day.

“However, we do have some criteria for 

employment to even get to that personality test — it 

goes as follows: The best of the f***ing best. The 

humblest. The funniest. The anti-egoist (see what we 

did there?) Those who give a shit. And those who 

can teach us a thing or two.”

And if you are trying to get into the industry, 

what’s ANIMAL’s advice? Eric concludes: “Learn from 

others, and be humble. Learning to work with 

constructive criticism is key, with an understand that 

you’re all on the same team working to achieve the 

same goal. Be indispensable, diverse, sharp and so 

good at what you do that you simply can’t 

be replaced.

“Never stop learning. Things move at light 

speed in digital. If you stop learning, you 

stop growing. Invest in a Herman Miller 

Embody (or comparable) chair — we do a 

lot of sitting in the design business. 

Standing desks are great, but after years 

of sitting in diff erent chairs, the Embody 

is the dopest in our opinion. Your 

health is important, so invest in 

yourself. This isn’t a plug – we bought 

our chairs ourselves early in our 

careers, and love them… seriously.”

So with all things considered, what 

does the future hold for ANIMAL? 

Eric concludes: “We’re focused on 

growth at this point, so we’re looking 

to bring on more artists and 

designers, while being smart about 

who we bring on. 

“We’d love to start working on 

some more internal projects like 

developing a game or two. We have 

a desire to create products, along 

with learning and testing out some 

new skills — for example, we would 

love to do a run of chef knives. 

Random, right? We like being diverse. 

As for projects on the horizon, we’ve 

been working on some fun animations 

and games and are excited for the day 

we’re able to show them off .”

Dustin goes over some changes with Eric 
to a render they were doing in Octane

Usually ANIMAL creates animations or motion 
concepts, but every now and again we get asked to 
do something that pulls us out of our chairs and into 
the ‘real’ world. We were asked if we could create 
lenticular-style visual effects; from there we did 
some explorative R&D on possible solutions within 
their timeframe, also figuring out what would be 
logistically feasible. 

Once the process was locked down, we needed to 
source different locations that fit each of the 
scenarios for creating motion loops. It took some 
time to lock down the locations and make sure the 
schedule worked for everyone involved. When it 
came to shooting, we used a motion control rig to 
keep everything stabilised; this also helped in 
keeping things consistent. 

Getting the shots were tricky in some scenarios. 
At the beach, for instance, we had a minimal amount 
of light available as the sun was setting and the fog 
was rolling in. Once we had the footage in hand, we 
created several screens for the laptop. These 
screens would also showcase the type of work 
someone would be doing in those environments.

Lenovo Yoga
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LIGHTWEIGHT, EFFICIENT AND USED ALMOST EVERYWHERE IN THE 
DEVELOPMENT WORLD. FIND OUT WHY YOU NEED NODE.JS AND HOW 

TO USE IT IN YOUR PROJECTS

FASTER APP BUILDS EASY EXTENDIBILITY

WORK WITH NPM DEPLOY A SERVER

filesilo.co.uk/webdesigner
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“Node.js truly is a gift 
that keeps on giving. 

Whenever I need to bodge 
together a small server 

for some kind of network-
enabled test gear shown in my 
new YouTube channel, I fall 

back on Node.js 
without hesitation ”

EXPERT COMMENT
Tam Hanna

CEO at Tamoggemon

WHY USE NODE.JS?
The foremost reason for using Node.js is the 

ability to retain your existing JavaScript logic. If 

you’re an expert in programming JavaScript, 

learning more low-level languages like C can 

be a diff icult and time-consuming process. 

Programmers trained in both languages would 

also appreciate Node.js: not having to rewrite 

logic which already exists on the client reduces the 

time required to complete the project. In addition to 

that, duplicating code implementing business logic is 

a task well-known for being extremely error prone.

Finally, Node.js is a very hip technology: adding it 

to your skill roster allows you to access a variety 

of cutting-edge technologies and definitely 

looks good on your CV.

INSTALL NODE.JS
Widely spread technologies are usually 

easy to install. Node.js is no exception

 Open source JavaScript projects tend to get 

forked a lot. Node.js is no exception in this 

regard: as of this writing, two diff erent versions 

of the product exist. Version 4 provides a 

stable API, while the currently developed version 6 

provides cutting-edge features. When using Node.js 

with third-party modules, the module vendor will 

usually dictate the version of the runtime 

environment to be deployed. When working with 

Ubuntu or Debian, a default version of Node.js can be 

downloaded by using the package manager 

contained in the distribution: 

sudo apt-get update

sudo apt-get install nodejs

GO ADVANCED!
Should you need to use a specific version of Node.js 

not found in the package repository, a custom 

repository can be added to the package manager.

NodeSource provides a shell script which 

handles the integration of the package source into 

your system configuration automatically: for 

deploying Version 4, use the following 

command sequence:

curl -sL https://deb.nodesource.com/

setup_4.x | sudo -E bash -

sudo apt-get install -y nodejs

Version 6 can be deployed as follows:

curl -sL https://deb.nodesource.com/

setup_6.x | sudo -E bash -

sudo apt-get install -y nodejs

Finally, visit bit.ly/2bMYqNp to find out more about 

installation instructions for other operating systems 

such as Windows and Mac OS X.

STOCK OR NOT?
Even though the shell scripts 

provided by NodeSource tend 
to be quite stable, using the 

stock packages usually causes 
fewer problems when 

upgrading or updating the 
operating system.
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NODE.JS AND NPM: WORKING TOGETHER
Traditionally, including large JavaScript libraries was a pain. Node.js wants to help out

Small examples, such as the one shown on 

page 44, do not require the use of the package 

manager: it pays off  only when projects deploy a 

large selection of libraries, each of which usually 

comes along with a set of sub-libraries required for 

its operation.

Handling such dependencies is tedious at 

best, and almost impossible at worst: it is not 

without reason that graph- and tree-handling 

algorithms are among the most complex in 

computer science. NPM – Node Package 

Manager – tries to be to Node.js what apt-get is 

to Debian and Ubuntu.

HOW TO USE IT
Getting started with NPM is not particularly diff icult: 

the package manager expects the presence of a 

‘project file’, which can be created by entering 

the following command:

tamhan@TAMHAN14:~/Desktop/workdir$ npm 

init

This utility will walk you through 

creating a package.json file.

It only covers the most common items, and 

tries to guess sensible defaults.

. . .

name: (workdir) imaginesample

version: (1.0.0) 

description: 

. . .

After running the aforementioned 

command, a file called project.json 

will be generated with the 

following content:

{

  “name”: “imaginesample”,

  “version”: “1.0.0”,

  “description”: “”,

  “main”: “index.js”,

  “scripts”: {

    “test”: “echo \”Error: no test

specified\” && exit 1”

  },

  “author”: “”,

  “license”: “ISC”}

Packages can then be added by entering commands 

similar to the following:

npm install <packages> --save

NPM is not limited to handling local packages. The 

package manager can also be used to install utilities 

globally via the -g parameter: if the package is set 

up correctly for the target operating 

system, the utilities contained in it can 

then be invoked from the command 

line just as if they were 

implemented in native code.

Should you ever feel like 

sharing your code with third 

parties, using the services of 

npmjs.com is probably the best 

place to go. This is the largest 

repository of Node.js packages, and as 

such is searched by default by all 

installations of NPM. Further information 

about uploading packages there can be found at 

docs.npmjs.com, and in particular in the subsection 

at bit.ly/2bfSpHv.

INTERNET 
CONNECTION REQUIRED

Running most NPM commands 
requires an internet connection: 

keep this in mind when 
preparing a project for use 

on a plane or train etc 
with no internet 

access.
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EXTEND WITH MODULES
Part of Node’s power lies within its ability to extend its capabilities quickly and relatively easily. 

Here are a few modules that no Node.js developer should have to live without!

NATIVESCRIPT
npmjs.com/package/nativescript

Adobe’s PhoneGap is outdated: 

second-generation mobile web 

frameworks forgo the WebView 

instances for a custom GUI stack. 

Progress’s NativeScript is one of the 

better examples: its free command-line 

interface can be downloaded from 

NPM. Be aware, however, that 

downloading that package is but part 

of the solution: you will also need to 

install the software development kits 

for the mobile operating systems that 

you intend to target.

EXPRESS
github.com/expressjs/express

Calling Express a module of Node.js 

would be an understatement: the 

product is a fully featured web 

framework which greatly simplifies the 

creation of complex web applications. 

It can be expanded to provide 

scaff olding, into which custom 

modules are then plugged in with 

minimal eff ort. Sadly, describing 

Express would require a complete 

guide of its own: at this point, we can 

but advise you to take a look at some 

of the readily available tutorials.

ASYNC
npmjs.com/package/async

Handling asynchronous code 

execution is not exactly a 

straightforward process. Fortunately, 

the Async framework provides 

developers with a variety of helper 

classes, all of which are dedicated to 

controlling and handling concurrent 

execution in your program. Should you 

ever find the need to integrate your 

application with services running in the 

background, taking a look at this 

package is likely to save yourself 

precious man-hours.

GRUNT
npmjs.com/package/grunt

Developers using traditional 

programming languages have 

come to appreciate the benefits 

of continuous integration. In the 

JavaScript world, shell scripts are 

deployed in a maintenance-

intensive fashion. Grunt aims to 

be a convenient and easily 

maintainable replacement for 

custom project management 

logic: use it to take care of any 

repetitive or tedious task encountered 

frequently in your product’s life cycle.

TESSEL
tessel.io

Being more of a platform than a module, the Tessel 

programming environment enables you to use 

Node.js to directly interact with the Tessel hardware. 

At the heart of this is the Tessel 2 prototyping board, 

which boasts Wi-Fi, Ethernet and various interfaces for 

connecting a whole ecosystem of add-ons.

The Tessel 2’s dual ten-pin ports can be used to 

connect a variety of sensors, many of which are 

already available as plug-and-play modules. Should 

you ever need to branch out, the open source design 

of the process computer ensures that custom 

hardware can be integrated with minimal eff ort.

By the way: this is not a joke! You can really toggle 

GPIO pins from JavaScript using 

Tessel technology.
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PLAYING ALONG WITH NODE.JS
  Here we show you how to create a small application demonstrating some of the strengths of Node.js

1. ADD THE 
HTTP MODULE

The most important feature of Node.js is its ability 

to include modules. Our example starts out by 

including the http module included in the 

standard distribution, and then continues 

to invoking its listen method along with a 

request handler responsible for taking ‘calls’ 

from the client.

var http = require(‘http’);

const PORT=8080; 

function handleRequest(request, response)

{

 response.end(‘Hello World! ‘ + request.

url);

}

var server = http.

createServer(handleRequest);

server.listen(PORT, function(){

}

)

;

2. TEST IT, THE FIRST 
In the next step, open a terminal and navigate to the 

folder containing the index.js file created in the step 

above. Then, enter node index.js to kick off  the 

Node js execution environment. Finally, enter 

localhost:8080 to instruct your web browser 

of choice to connect to the newly 

established instance.

3. INTERACT WITH    
THE LOCAL MACHINE
One really impressive feature of Node.js is its ability 

to spawn native threads from JavaScript. This can, 

for example, be used to invoke a native utility to 

handle some kind of data processing. Let us 

demonstrate this by outputting the current disk state 

of the host workstation.

var http = require(‘http’);

var cipro = require(‘child_process’);

const PORT=8080; 

function handleRequest(request, response){ 

var spawner=cipro.spawn;

var myProcess = spawner(“df”);

var collector=””;

myProcess.stdout.on(‘data’, (data) => 

{collector += data;});

myProcess.on(‘close’, (code) => {

response.end(collector);});}

var server = http.

createServer(handleRequest);

server.listen(PORT, function(){ });

4. UNDERSTAND 
WHAT HAPPENS
Our code starts out by requiring the child_process 

module. It exposes a method subobject, called 

spawn, parsed in the next step. After calling the df 
command, its output is collected from stdout and is 

sent on to the client when the process is terminated.

5. FIND SOME ERRORS!
Be aware that Node.js code still is interpreted: most 

errors are found only when the relevant part of your 

application is executed. In this case, an error is 

thrown to the console hosting the node environment 

in a fashion similar to the one shown in the code step. 

Be aware that such errors usually close the Node 

process, thereby taking your application off line.

tamhan@TAMHAN14:~/Desktop/workdir$ node index.js

/home/tamhan/Desktop/workdir/index.js:10

ls.stdout.on(‘data’, (data) => {

^

ReferenceError: ls is not defined

at Server.handleRequest (/home/tamhan/

Desktop/workdir/index.js:10:2)

6. LAUNCH A DEBUGGER
Recent versions of Node.js come with an embedded 

debugger which can be activated by invoking node 
debug. When breakpoints are hit, a debugger 

console will be displayed in the terminal window 

hosting the Node process – it can be used to interact 

with the underlying system.

tamhan@TAMHAN14:~/Desktop/workdir$ node 

debug index.js

< Debugger listening on port 5858

debug> . ok

break in index.js:1

> 1 var http = require(‘http’);

  2 var cipro = require(‘child_process’);

  3 

debug> 
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REAL-WORLD APPLICATIONS
After having looked at some practical examples, let’s think about what Node.js can be used for

PROTECTING 
JAVASCRIPT IP
The moment JavaScript code gets sent to your 
client computer, you have in eff ect handed out a 
lifelong license to abuse your intellectual 
property. Using Node.js allows you to avoid this 
problem by keeping all the code on your server. 
Clients tend to accept the need for a permanent 
internet connection nowadays, so this shouldn’t 
be a problem.

ACCELERATING 
JAVASCRIPT EXECUTION
Running large JavaScript tasks such as image or 
video convolution on a client-side browser is not 
eff ective. Using Node.js allows you to dedicate a 
server to this task: if the client spreads the job 
across worker instances, better performance can 
be achieved. Another interesting use case involves 
the use of a local service written in more 
performance-eff ective languages such as C++.

PROVIDING SERVICES 
EASILY
In many cases, running a full JavaScript 
environment on resource-constrained clients 
is not possible. Using Node.js alleviates this 
problem as long as an internet connection is 
available: the end point then, is limited, to 
accessing your service via a variety of 
communication technologies ranging from web 
sockets over HTTP to common Berkeley sockets.

REUSING 
FRONT-END LOGIC

In many cases, front-end logic needs to be 
reused on the server during scaling or 

expanding of applications. Using Node.js allows 
you to reuse existing model, computation and 

presentation classes on the server. Stripping out 
the user interface is much easier compared to 
porting code to a diff erent and often complex 

server-side programming language.
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DATABASES & NODE.JS
Handling storage by hand is ineff icient: as web 

applications become ever larger, the deployment of 

sophisticated databases is required. Node.js’s 

flexibility allows the framework to adapt itself to 

almost every significant database – both SQL and 

NoSQL database systems are supported.

Start the process of database integration by 

selecting the database you want to use: analyse 

the demands of your application to pick the 

database engine which you (or your data-

handling expert) consider ideally suited to the 

scaling, reliability, consistency and performance 

needs of your application. Do not consider its 

Node.js integratability at this point – practical 

experience tells us that a non-ideal database choice 

will haunt you later.

In the next step, a module for Node.js must be 

found. This is easily accomplished by opening Google 

and entering a search string similar to ‘nodejs 

database’. Then, select the most popular plug-in and 

implement it into your application, just as you would 

handle any other third-party library.

To help you out, the table (right) provides an 

overview of commonly used database systems and 

their Node.js plug-ins. Note that, due to space 

restrictions, it is by no means complete.

Plug-In candidate

cassandra-driver

nano, node-couchdb

mysql

mongodb

redis

sqlite3

DATABASE

Cassandra

CouchDB

MySQL

MongoDB

Redis

SQLite

HOW TO DEPLOY A NODE.JS SERVER
Running Node.js on one machine is fine and dandy. Scaling up is a completely diff erent aff air

Node.js suff ers from a problem with which 

users of build systems like Gradle will be all too 

familiar: downloading components at runtime is 

problematic due to the fact that the contents of 

remote services can and will change without 

further notice. The first approach to making Node.js 

application deployment as painless as possible 

involves making sure that every dependency is 

specified as clearly as humanly possible. 

Anything you can do to clearly determine 

which version of every package is needed is 

sensible: being pedantic is preferable to being 

woken up at 4am at night as a business-critical 

application has just broken down due to the 

deployment of some kind of randomly updated 

remote dependency.

DANCE THE 
TECHNOLOGY DANCE!
Deploying a Node.js environment on a node always 

follows along the same lines: it is but a sequence of 

console commands. Bash or similar shell scripts are 

likely to be an eff ective method: when done right, you 

can add a new node by copying the shell scripts to a 

new server.

GO PRO!
In the last few months, startups such as IBM’s 

StrongLoop have started to focus on the needs 

of the Node.js developer community. StrongLoop 

is especially interesting in that it off ers some 

products which take care of the aforementioned 

dependency problem.

KEEP THAT 
DOCUMENTATION!

Taking notes is essential 
whenever manual processes 
are involved. Simply saving 
console output into a text 

file along with some 
notes can prove 

helpful.



HOW TO STAY SECURE 
It is a sad fact of life: web apps get hacked. Here are a few basic steps to stay safe!

NODE.JS AND ES6
The next version of the JavaScript standard is intended to alleviate many problems. Here is how 

the Node.js team wants to smoothen the transition

The most important rule is clear: keep your version of 

Node.js and all installed libraries, as well as the 

underlying operating system, current. Furthermore, 

run a port scan to ensure that the server does not 

open any unnecessary ports.

Next up, your web server should be configured 

correctly: if HTTPS is set up the right way, it 

automatically prevents many attacks. This can be 

greatly simplified by using the Helmet plug-in, which 

can be embedded with four lines of code:

var express = require(‘express’)

var helmet = require(‘helmet’)

var app = express()

app.use(helmet())

BEWARE OF EVIL INPUT
Another very common form of attack is known as 

‘injections’. They consist of malicious individuals 

sending specific, malformed input to your website. If it 

is fed into functions like eval (or one of its 

descendants such as setTimeout), unintended side 

eff ects are achieved which can cause data loss or a 

total system failure.

DANCE THE DDOS BOOGIE
Keeping the ‘main part’ of your application safe is 

but part of the problem: if an attacker can take it 

down via a denial-of-service attack, the system still 

fails. This can be avoided via a variety of approaches: 

first of all, do not allow users to upload arbitrarily 

large files, so to prevent the overloading of the file 

server’s capacity. Secondly, use a rate limiter 

plug-in to prevent frequent reconnections from the 

same IP address.

Finally, do not hesitate to bring in professional 

help if you feel yourself overwhelmed. Computer 

system security is a science of its own – the 

eye-watering salaries of security professionals are 

justified the moment you have your first credit card 

data breach.

Each version of the Node.js runtime ships with a set 

of ES6 features. All those deemed stable by the dev 

team are activated automatically: code that uses 

them does not require any specific parameters being 

passed during the invocation of the runtime.

Features where development is largely finalised, 

but work on quality assurance is not yet completed, 

are assigned the staged label. All staged features can 

be enabled by passing the --harmony parameter to 

the runtime when firing it up. Developers should be 

aware that staged features can – in theory – still 

contain bugs and or implementation changes.

Finally, in-progress features are considered 

experimental and may change at any moment’s 

notice. Due to their risky nature, the availability must 

be requested on a per-feature level. A list of all 

experimental features implemented in the currently 

used Node.js binary can be determined by entering 

the following command:

tamhan@TAMHAN14:~/Desktop/workdir$ node 

--v8-options | grep “in progress”

  --harmony_modules (enable “harmony 

modules” (in progress))

  --harmony_array_includes (enable 

“harmony Array.prototype.includes” (in 

progress))

  --harmony_regexps (enable “harmony 

regular expression extensions” (in 

progress))

  --harmony_proxies (enable “harmony 

proxies” (in progress))

  --harmony_sloppy (enable “harmony 

features in sloppy mode” (in progress))

  --harmony_unicode_regexps (enable 

“harmony unicode regexps” (in

progress))

--harmony_reflect (enable “harmony

Reflect API” (in progress))

--harmony_destructuring (enable

“harmony destructuring” (in progress))

--harmony_sharedarraybuffer (enable

“harmony sharedarraybuffer” (in

progress))

--harmony_atomics (enable “harmony

atomics” (in progress))

--harmony_new_target (enable

“harmony new.target” (in progress))

Finally, be aware of Node.js compatibility.

Open node.green in a browser to find out which

modules and or features are supported by each

version of the Node.js runtime.
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GET MORE!
A technology as complex as Node.js 

cannot be described in a single article. Use 

the following resources to learn more

SMORGASBORD TIME
nodecloud.org
Visit NodeCloud to treat yourself to an 
ever-changing selection of interesting, 
amusing, technically challenging or just plain odd 
tidbits of information related to the Node.js 
ecosystem. Be aware that the site also covers 
third-party extensions.

FROM THE HORSE’S MOUTH
nodejs.org/en/docs
JavaScript open source projects tend to have 
more than decent documentation. Node.js is 
no exception in this regard: visit the URL 
above to access the off icial documentation 
maintained by the developers who work on 
the runtime environment.

THE BLOG AGGREGATOR
planetnodejs.com
Many Node.js developers have personal 
blogs. Since visiting each of them every day 
becomes tedious, a web designer has set up 
a collection page which collects updates from 
the individual blogs and presents them to 
you in centralised and eff ective fashion.

STACKOVERFLOW
stackoverflow.com/tags/node.js
If a programmer has a problem, 
StackOverflow is likely to have a solution. 
Visit the URL above to enter StackOverflow’s 
Node.js portal. Keep in mind that the 
community imposes quite strict rules on 
questions posted by newcomers.



web workshop
Create changing content 
on scroll with JavaScript
As seen on loflorecords.com

Scroll easing
As the user scrolls up the
page the content eases
into position with the
scrolling, sort of like
parallax but better.

Intro animation
After the intro animation
the logo animates up to
become the logo
branding of the site in th
top left-hand corner.

Triangular content
Initially the images and
content appear as
coloured triangles with
textures to provide brand
consistency.

Changing images
As the user scrolls down,
the textured triangles
switch to the site content,
showing images, videos
and SoundCloud music.

Animated menu
As the user scrolls down
the menu moves off the
screen, one item at a time.
When scrolling up menu
items appears one by one.
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Create changing content on scroll with JavaScript

he designer of Lo-Flo Records is Julie

Flogeac who works with illustration,

photography, animation and mixed

mediums. This influence is obvious as you

explore the site. There is a lovely hand-crafted feel to the

site because rather than just using digital tools to create

the design, many of the illustrations are hand drawn and 

then scanned into the computer, allowing the illustrators 

marks to be a part of the image. It makes a welcome 

change and definitely adds vibrancy to the site. This is 

also reflected in the intro animation, which has a free 

form feel to it that then becomes the sites branding.

There is a slight deviation from lazy loading as found on

many sites. The variation is that there is placeholder

content already on the screen, which usually consists of

textured triangles of colour. As the user scrolls down the

site and the content enters the viewport, the triangles

change into the real content, which will be explored as

part of the tutorial. The consistency of the painterly 

textures and visually stimulating imagery bring the 

rhythm, composition and texture of the site. Lo-Flo 

Records is the archive work of composer and performer 

Jane McNealy, so the site is a reflection of Jane rather 

than a host of diff erent musicians on a label.

1. Create scrolling image changes
To get the scrolling image changes as seen here in the 

Lo-Flo Records site, where textured triangles switch to 

the content as the user scrolls, the coding library of 

waypoints will be used. This can be easily downloaded 

from imakewebthings.com/waypoints/. It can be used 

on it’s own or with jQuery.

<script src="js/noframework.waypoints.min.

js"></script>

2. Style the CSS
In the head section start some style tags and add some 

height to the body just so that there is somewhere to 

scroll to on the page. The next CSS just creates a 

container to hold the content that we will display.

<style>

body {

height: 1500px;

}

#container {

width: 1200px;

margin: 0 auto;

}

3. Add the image
Now add the code for the block. Again, this is just given a 

large margin-top so that it appears off  the bottom of the 

screen. The dimensions of this fit the background 

images. The first image is added to it in the ‘original’ class.

#block {

margin-top: 2000px;

width: 323px;

height: 323px;

}

.original {

background-image: url("img/corner.

png");

}

4. Change the image
The last CSS is a class for a diff erent image and this will 

be added when the <div> enters 50% of the browser 

window. By doing it when it reaches 50% of the browser 

window, the change is obvious to the user who is viewing 

the scrolling.

.change {

background-image: url("img/pic.jpg");

}

</style>

5. Add HTML content
Now in the body section, the content that the CSS is 

applied to is added. This is two <div> tags with the 

appropriate id and classes added to them. The next step 

will add the JavaScript, which will also be inside the body.

<div id="container">

<div id="block" class="original"></div>

</div>

6. Add the waypoint
The JavaScript code here adds the waypoint to the 

‘block’ <div> tag and when this is 50% into the browser 

window, it removes the ‘original’ CSS class then adds the 

‘change’ CSS class. Save and scroll down in the browser 

to see the image change.

<script>

var waypoint = new Waypoint({

element: document.getElementById('block'),

handler: function (direction) {

this.element.classList.remove('original');

this.element.classList.add('change');

},

offset: '50%'

})

</script>

Technique

Crafting the site
“Working with a variety of mixed mediums in a hand-drawn capacity gives this 
site a vibrancy that is a true reflection of the composers work. It is refreshing to 
see the use of hand-drawn graphics used in a digital medium as this brings 
colouring techniques, which are only available by hand.” 
Mark Shufflebottom, professor of Interaction Design

<comment>
What our 

experts think 
of the site

T
www.filesilo.co.uk/webdesignerDOWNLOAD TUTORIAL FILES
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EXPERT ADVICE
Using sound
The Lo-Flo Records site makes great 
use of sound to denote content that 
is interactive. Diff erent rollover 
sounds are triggered as the user 
moves over content. It could become 
repetitive and annoying if it was the 
same sound but the wide variety of 
sound eff ects really enhances the 
user experience.
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Turn any 3D object into a mask for an image to create a stunning 
landing identity for your site

Create a 3D masked 
logo with WebGL

www.filesilo.co.uk/webdesigner
DOWNLOAD TUTORIAL FILES



s you look around the web it’s

becoming increasingly difficult for web

designers to make a splash as the user

lands on the site. Many sites feature full

browser imagery and there is a glut of full screen

carousels. Large images make a big impact, there’s no

denying that, but so can a logo, especially if that logo

animates onto the page. If the logo is given a 3D

appearance then it can stand out further and be made to

react to the mouse movement in WebGL, giving smooth

movement around the screen.

In this tutorial we are going to do all of those, but take

the concept one stage further. The logo will become a

mask so wherever the logo is on the screen you will be

able to see through it to an image below. The aim is to

encourage the user to interact with the logo as it will

effectively become their viewing window on the image

content in the background.

The logo will be a loaded Collada format model, which

is made out of individual blocks and as it finishes loading

the logo will animate each block onto the screen by

scaling them up one at a time. Following this a couple of

rings will appear around the logo, using the same

animation technique. Each block will pulse back and forth

slightly with each block offset in their movement,

enabling you to learn a number of different ways to

create animation.

1. Get started
Open the ‘start’ folder in a code editor such as Brackets.

Open ‘index.html’ and in the head section add the link to

the Raleway typeface from Google fonts so that the CSS

can use this to style elements on the page.

<link href=”https://fonts.googleapis.com/

css?family=Raleway” rel=”stylesheet”>

2. Style the main page
Still inside the head section of the page, add in the link to

the local style sheet to style the page. The basic design

and layout has already been created so that the tutorial

can focus exclusively on setting up the logo, animation

and masking in WebGL.

<link rel=”stylesheet” type=”text/css”

href=”css/style.css”>

3. Link up the libraries
The project is using three.js to control the WebGL content

available from threejs.org, however the libraries have

already been placed in the ‘js’ folder. Here the links to the

main three.js library are added and some of the libraries

necessary to run the masking shader. Add these before

the closing body tag.

<script src=”js/three.min.js”></script>

<script src=”js/CopyShader.js”></script>

<script src=”js/EffectComposer.js”></script>

<script src=”js/ClearPass.js”></script>

<script src=”js/TexturePass.js”></script>

4. Add the last libraries
Add these next library links before the closing body tag.

Here the shader and mask code is added along with the

code to load a 3D logo in the Collada ‘DAE’ (Digital Asset

Exchange) format. A tween library is added and detection

code to ensure the browser can display WebGL.

<script src=”js/ShaderPass.js”></script>

<script src=”js/MaskPass.js”></script>

<script src=”js/ColladaLoader.js”></script>

<script src=”js/tween.min.js”></script>

<script src=”js/Detector.js”></script>

5. Write the code
Now add the script tags that will contain all the code for

the rest of the tutorial. The first line here checks if the

browser is capable of running WebGL. Some variables

are then set up to hold various 3D objects and store the

centre of screen size in other variables.

<script>

if (!Detector.webgl) Detector.

addGetWebGLMessage();

var composer, renderer, camera, scene1,

torus1, torus2;

var windowHalfX =

window.innerWidth / 2;

var windowHalfY =

A window.innerHeight / 2;

</script>

6. Start up
The next variables hold an initial location of the mouse

until it is picked up on screen and there’s an array to hold

the cubes in the logo. The ‘init’ function is called and an

event listener set to check for mouse movement.

var mouseX = 0, mouseY = 0, cubes = [];

var clock = new THREE.Clock();

init();

document.addEventListener(‘mousemove’,

onDocumentMouseMove, false);

7. Set the camera
The ‘init’ function is started and this will set up everything

in the scene before rendering it. The Scene is set up and

a camera is added with the field of view, the aspect ratio

and how near and far to render.

function init() {

camera = new THREE.PerspectiveCamera(50,

window.innerWidth / window.innerHeight, 1,

1000);

camera.position.z = 200;

scene1 = new THREE.Scene();

8. Add objects
Now a torus is created and added into the scene. The

torus is created by specifying the radius, the ring size, and

then how many subdivisions to add to that mesh. After

adding to the scene, the torus is sent to a function called

‘startTween’.

torus1 = new THREE.Mesh(new THREE.

Left

The project uses the popular three.js library to create the
WebGL content
 
Top left

Here you can see the basic layout of the page before the
WebGL content has been added
 
Top right

At this point only the torus shapes have been added which
surround the 3D model of the logo

DAE models
The DAE model format of Collada is actually 
written in XML with a node based structure just 
like any HTML page. It contains huge amounts of 
numerical data for your model.
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TorusGeometry(120, 4, 16, 100));

scene1.add(torus1);

startTween(torus1, 1200);

torus2 = new THREE.Mesh(new THREE.

TorusGeometry(130, 1, 16, 100));

9. Set up the loader
The second torus is added and the tween is created. The

second property in the ‘startTween’ function is for a delay,

to wait before animating. In this case it’s 1800

milliseconds. A new loader is set up to load the Collada

3D model into the scene.

scene1.add(torus2);

startTween(torus2, 1800);

var loader = new THREE.ColladaLoader();

loader.options.convertUpAxis = true;

10. Load the model
Now the model with the name ‘logo.dae’ is loaded into

the scene. It is scaled to be the correct size then rotated

so that it faces the camera the correct way. The model is

then added into the scene.

loader.load('logo.dae', function (collada) {

var dae = collada.scene;

dae.scale.x = dae.scale.y =

dae.scale.z = 0.7;

dae.rotation.x = -Math.PI / 2;

dae.rotation.y = -Math.PI / 2;

dae.updateMatrix();

scene1.add(dae);

Tutorials
 Create a 3D masked logo with WebGL

11. Loop through the cubes
The code here sets up a ‘for’ loop to iterate through each 

of the six cubes in the logo. Each one is tweened into 

position on the screen by calling the ‘startTween’ function 

on each cube. The cubes are then stored in the array 

named ‘cubes’ for easy access. The ‘animate’ function is 

called after the model is loaded.

for (i = 0; i < 6; i++) {

var cube = scene1. 

getObjectByName("Cube_" + i, true);

startTween(cube, i * 200);

cubes.push(cube);

}

animate();

});

12. Set up the renderer
The renderer is set to have smooth edges by setting anti 

aliasing to true. The background colour of the mask is 

added. The renderer is set by pixel ratio and size of the 

browser and the renderer is added to the HTML page.

renderer = new THREE.WebGLRenderer({ antialias: 

true });

renderer.setClearColor(0x616b75);

renderer.setPixelRatio(window.devicePixelRatio);

renderer.setSize(window.innerWidth, window.

innerHeight);

renderer.autoClear = false;

document.body.appendChild(renderer.domElement);

13. Add text content
This next code initially looks complex, but it is setting up 

the correct sequence needed to render the scene in 

order to turn the 3D model into a mask so that the image 

stored in texture1 can be seen through the model. This 

doesn’t actually start any rendering here, it sets the 

variables that will be called later.

var clearPass = new THREE.ClearPass();

var clearMaskPass = new THREE.ClearMaskPass();

var maskPass1 = new THREE.MaskPass(scene1, 

camera);

var texture1 = new THREE.TextureLoader().

load('img/1.jpg');

var texturePass1 = new THREE.

TexturePass(texture1);

var outputPass = new THREE.ShaderPass(THREE.

CopyShader);

outputPass.renderToScreen = true;

14. Add parameters
The parameters shown here are required to set up the 

renderer properly. Because there is a shader, the render 

flow requires this sending to a render target before finally 

being sent to the screen. Further information on the 

render target is available in the three.js 

documentation online.

var parameters = {

minFilter: THREE.LinearFilter,

magFilter: THREE.LinearFilter,

format: THREE.RGBFormat,

stencilBuffer: true

};

15. Create a render target
Create the render target – a buffer that draws the 

equivalent of the screen on the graphics card. It has the 

width and height of the browser and the parameters from 

the previous step. This is then passed into the effects 

composer where other passes can be added.

var renderTarget = new THREE.

WebGLRenderTarget(window.innerWidth, window.

innerHeight, parameters);

composer = new THREE.EffectComposer(renderer, 

renderTarget);

16. Add passes
The passes from step 13 are now added into the 

composer so that each works to create the masked 

image. The closing bracket closes off the ‘init’ function.

composer.addPass(clearPass);

Top left

Once the model is loaded, the cubes are animated onto 
the screen separately using the ‘startTween’ function to 
delay each cube slightly

Top right

Adding the tween to the torus shapes, scales the torus up 
so that it elastically springs onto the screen

Right

Each of the cubes is animated to move separately, by
using a sine wave to move them back and forth

What is Easing?
No object in real life starts moving at maximum 
speed or stops from maximum speed, easing is 
the build up and slowing of these objects, 
sometimes it’s slow, sometimes with bounce!
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then reduced in value as an animation multiplier later. The

camera is updated based on the mouse position.

 

function animate() {

requestAnimationFrame(animate);

var time = performance.now() * 0.001;

camera.position.x += (mouseX - camera.

position.x) * .02;

camera.position.y += (-mouseY - camera.

position.y) * .02;

camera.lookAt(scene1.position);

20. Animate the cubes
The cubes in the logo are animated in turn using a sine

wave so that they move on the y axis to the camera.

for (i = 0; i < 6; i++) {

composer.addPass(maskPass1);

composer.addPass(texturePass1);

composer.addPass(clearMaskPass);

composer.addPass(outputPass);

}

17. Set up ‘startTween’
The function for the ‘startTween’ is set up. It takes as 

arguments, the object to be tweened and how long to 

delay the start. It is then scaled down and the tween set 

to scale it up using ‘elastic’ easing over 4 seconds.

function startTween(object, hold) {

object.scale.x = object.scale.y = object.

scale.z = 0.001;

new TWEEN.Tween(object.scale).to({ x: 1, y: 1, 

z: 1},4000).easing(TWEEN.Easing.Elastic.Out).

delay(hold).start();

}

18. Move the mouse
The function here is called whenever the mouse is 

moved. It takes the position of the mouse from the center 

of the browser and multiplies it by a number less than 1 

so therefore reduces the value. 

function onDocumentMouseMove(event) {

mouseX = (event.clientX - windowHalfX) 

* 0.4;

mouseY = (event.clientY - windowHalfY) 

* 0.4;

}

19. Render the screen
The ‘animate’ function is called every frame (60 frames 

per second) and updates the animation on the screen 

and renders the display. The time is recorded which is 

Designing your
own logo
As the logo used in this
tutorial is in the Collada
model format you will
probably want to look for
ways in which you can add
your own logo to the
design. There are
numerous expensive
software packages that
can export models in the
Collada ‘DAE’ format.
However there is no need
to shell out a fortune on
new Apps as there is also
free software that is able
to do this. The most
popular is probably
Google Sketchup
(sketchup.com), this is a
relatively easy piece of
software to pick up. If you
need something more
powerful, then take a look
at Blender (blender.org),
which is also free but has
a difficult learning curve.
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var move = cubes[i];

var offset = i / 5;

move.position.y = (20 * Math.sin(0.6 * time - 

offset));

}

21. Render the screen
One of the torus objects is set to oscillate slightly then the 

renderer is updated and the tween engine updated. Save 

the file and test this out. 

torus2.rotation.x = Math.cos(time) * 0.1;

torus2.rotation.y = Math.sin(time / 1.1) * 0.1;

renderer.clear();

composer.render(time);

TWEEN.update();

}
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Learn how to create a responsive and animating page 
header that moves up on page scroll using JavaScript

Code an animated 
responsive header
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n modern web design we see many patterns

emerge such as parallax scrolling, the one

page long scroll or the hamburger menu icon.

But one of the patterns we often see is the

animated header that animates up when the user scrolls

down the page. This pattern is seen a lot on mobile

devices as it helps create more of the screen for the user

and is much less obtrusive.

As UX design cwontinues to be at the forefront of our

thinking, these kinds of patterns can only be good for us

going forward. So with this in mind, we are going to

create a simple tutorial that demonstrates the animated

header pattern when the page is scrolled down. We will

be using CSS for the styling only, but we will be putting

our JavaScript hat on to create a simple but very useful

script that powers the animation.

We will then make the whole page responsive so we

can, if needed, see how this looks on a mobile device and

test it accordingly. However, it must be said that this effect

does perform much better on a desktop browser. So

open up your favourite text editor and let’s get started!

1. Add the logo
Create a new HTML5 document and within the body tag,

add an open and closing header element. We are then

going to put our navigation in here using the HTML5

<nav> element. And within a <h1> tag, put in the text

based logo, with a class name of ‘logo’.

2. Create the navigation
The navigation menu will be positioned at the top

left-hand side of the header, so we need to create an

unordered list with four list items within it. Within these list

items we will add four anchor tags with the navigation

menu buttons in text. 

3. Responsive menu icon
We want the navigation to be responsive and that means 

we need to add in the hamburger icon that is associated 

with responsive menus. In fact, more and more designers 

are only using the hamburger icon and making the user 

click it to view other hidden buttons. But that’s beyond 

the scope of this tutorial. With the menu, place the

hamburger icon just underneath the unordered list.

</ul>

<button class="toggle-menu" aria-

label="Responsive Navigation Menu"> </

button>

</nav><!-- end main navigation -->

</header>

4. Add the content
For the header to take effect we will need to add some

content to the page. Start by adding the opening and

closing <main> and then within the main tag add some

paragraphs. It’s up to you how many paragraphs you

add; we’ve added 11 but only shown four in the code

example. If you have your own text, then great, if not

then just add some Lorem Ipsum and even a few images

for now.

5. Scripts
This project won’t be able to function without our JS

script. As you probably know, it’s good practice to always

add the link to your scripts at the very bottom of the

document, just above the closing body tag. And to keep

things easy we will call our script, ‘scripts.js’.

<!-- My Scripts -->

<script type="text/javascript" src="scripts.

js"></script>

</body>

</html>

6. Normalize CSS
When starting a new design project, it’s always a good

idea to take advantage of Normalize.css, which is a

modern alternative to CSS resets. So head over to 

necolas.github.io/normalize.css/ and download the 

latest version of the software, and then add that to the 

head of the document, together with the link to the 

custom CSS file.

<!-- CSS files -->

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" 

href="normalize.css">

I <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css"

href="style.css">

7. Create a new CSS
Create a new CSS file and open it within your favourite

text editor. We don’t need to include a long CSS reset

when using normalize, but we will add a small one just to

set some default styles to some elements and the body.

body,

h1,

ul {

margin: 0;}

li {

list-style-type: none;}

h1 {

font-size: 1.5rem;}

a {

text-decoration: none;

text-transform: uppercase;

color: #fff;}

/* BODY STYLES */

body {

background: #f1f1f1;

color: #272626;

font: 1em "Noto Sans", sans-serif;}

8. Set the header styles
Set the position of the header to ‘fixed’ and set the width

to 100% of the browser window. Then we can apply a

natural box layout model by using the ‘box-sizing:

border-box’ property. Last of all, specify the colour to a

light blue.

The :not() pseudo class
The :not(X) property in CSS is a negation pseudo 
class and accepts a simple selector1 as an 
argument. Essentially, just another selector of 
any kind.
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With the unordered list now styled and positioned 
correctly, the navigation menu is taking shape
 
Top left

With the header now styled, start adding some more 
styling to the navigation menu 
 
Top right

Some default styles have now been added, such as the 
background colour, list items and hamburger icon 



9. The navigation
The newest layout mode in CSS3 is flexbox, which

ensures that elements behave predictably when the

page layout resizes to accommodate different screen

sizes and devices. To make the navigation responsive,

we’re going to use flexbox in order to specify a few

things, which will be discussed in more depth in the ‘In

Detail’ section of this tutorial.

nav {

display: flex;

align-items: flex-end;

justify-content: space-between;

transition: align-items .3s;

}

10. Style the logo
The logo is going to be text based, however feel free to

add your own logo image here. Add the ‘transition’

property to the logo whose property values will slightly

change in the future. By doing this, we can achieve a

smooth transition effect between the initial state and the

final state.

.logo {

display: inline-block;

padding: 20px 30px;

margin: 10px 0 0 10px;

Tutorials
Code an animated responsive header

transition: all .2s;

}

11. Unordered list
The next step is to display the menu items across the 

header. Again, use flexbox for the display mode on the 

‘ul’ tag and use some margins and padding to space 

things out in the way you want them to look. There 

should be 20px of right margin on all the <li> items, apart 

from the last <li> item, which should not have any margin.  

ul {

display: flex;

margin: 50px 50px 0 0;

padding: 0;

transition: margin .2s;

}

li:not(:last-child) {

margin-right: 20px;

}

li a {

display: block;

padding: 10px 20px;

}

12. Hide the toggle menu
The toggle menu is, of course, the hamburger icon that 

will display when the page is resized. The icon has its 

own default styling and some changes need to be made 

so it looks simplified. We will then hide it using ‘display: 

none’, but will, of course, reveal it using media queries 

later on. 

13. Style the scroll class
Towards the end of this tutorial, we are going to write a 

short script that animates the header. In this script we will 

dynamically add a class to our header called ‘scroll’. So we 

need to add some styles to the scroll class, such as 

change the font size, add a drop shadow and more. 

main {

display: block;

padding: 0 20px;

}

.scroller {

box-shadow: 0 8px 5px 0  

rgba(0, 0, 0, .2); 

}

.scroller .logo {

padding: 10px 20px;

font-size: 1.5rem;

}

.scroller nav {

align-items: center;

}

.scroller .logo,

.scroller ul,

.scroller .toggle-menu {

 margin: 0;

} 

14. Make it responsive
The last piece of CSS will be the media queries. There’s 

nothing too complicated here, so things should look 

pretty straightforward. However, the only thing to 

mention is the toggle menu. At the moment it is specified 

to be hidden (display: none), but we want it to show up 

when the page is resized, so the display mode needs to 

be set to ‘display: block’.

@media screen and (max-width: 1060px) {

header {

padding: 10px;

}

nav {

Ensure you add 
browser prefixes 
Remember to add browser prefixes to all of the 
CSS properties that need them, such as the 
‘transition’ property. These will provide support 
for the new CSS features.
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Top left

Hide the hamburger icon so that it can be revealed later 
on when the page becomes responsive
 
Top right

When we drag the browser window across to change the 
size of the page, the hamburger icon reveals itself
 
Right 

As the user scrolls down the header animates up and a 
drop shadow appears underneath



17. Calculate the header height
Now let’s create a new function and call it ‘setTopHeight’ 

and then within this function we can calculate the 

headers height. Add this value as ‘paddingTop’ to the 

‘main’ element. This is achieved by using the 

‘offsetHeight’ property. 

 

function setTopHeight()  

{

hHeight = header.offsetHeight;

main.style.paddingTop = hHeight + "px";

}

18. Create on scroll functions
Create a new function underneath the last function, 

called ‘onScroll’. And then within the ‘onScroll’ function 

create another empty function called ‘callbackFunc’. 

These functions will enable us to add a class to the 

header when the page has been scrolled down to a 

certain length. 

function onScroll() {

function callbackFunc() {

}}

19. Add and remove scroller class
Within the ‘callbackFunc’ function we can use the 

‘pageYOffset’ property to calculate the number of pixels 

that the document has been scrolled vertically. However, 

please note this property doesn’t work in older versions 

of IE (IE9 or under). Now use the ‘classList’ property to 

add and remove the scroller class from the header.

function onScroll() {

function callbackFunc() {

var y = window.pageYOffset;

if (y > 50) {

  align-items: center;

  }

  ul {

  display: none;

  }

  .logo {

  max-width: 130px;

  max-height: 100px;

  margin: 5px 0 0 5px;

  }

  .toggle-menu {

  display: block;

  }

15. Write the script
Create a new JavaScript file and call it ‘scripts.js’. If you 

remember we already included the link to this within the 

HTML at the bottom of the page. Open it up and first of 

all create what is called a ‘self-executing anonymous 

function’. Declare this as strict mode so that undeclared 

variables can’t be used.

(function() {

‘use strict’; 

})();

16. Declare the variables
On a new line underneath ‘use strict’ we can define some 

variables. By using ‘querySelector’ we can return the first 

element within the document with the class names 

specified within the parenthesis. In this case we want to 

target the classes ‘main’ and ‘header’ and store them in 

the variables.   

var main = document.querySelector("main"),

header = document.querySelector("header"),

hHeight;

Learn about flexbox
The flexbox layout is a new 
layout module in CSS3 that 
ensures elements behave 
predictably when the page 
layout must accommodate 
different screen sizes and display 
devices. To use flexbox layout 
just set the ‘display’ property on 
the parent HTML element:

.container {

display: -webkit-flex; /* 

Safari etc*/

display: flex;

}

All direct children of this element 
become flex items. Flexbox lets 
you build a ‘parent flex 
container’ and add sub 
containers inside called ‘flex 
items’. These dynamically adjust 
size by equally or proportionally 
distributing unused space, 
ensuring that the spacing of your 
design elements remain intact 
no matter what device is used to 
view the application.
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header.classList.add("scroller");

} else  

{

header.classList.remove("scroller");

}}}

20. Add the event listener
All of the code created in the last few steps will not work 

until an event listener is added to the function. The event 

we are going to be listening for is the ‘scroll’ event. We 

then call the ‘callbackFunc’ function and the calculation 

should fire, so this event listener needs to go just above 

the call back function.   

window.addEventListener("scroll", 

callbackFunc);

21. Call on our functions
To make the animation work we can call on the functions 

in two different ways. When the page loads, both the 

‘setTopHeight’ and ‘onScroll’ functions are called, but 

when the browser window is resized just the 

‘setTopHeight’ function is called. 

window.onload = function() {

setTopHeight();

onScroll();

};

window.onresize = function() {

setTopHeight();

};

22. Recommendations
This type of effect is being applied by a lot of designers 

these days, adding a subtle touch to the user experience. 

Try this out with more content within the header and see 

how things look once the browser is resized.
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Use the simplest photo-editing tools to create a range of characters in 
Photoshop before converting them into a WOFF file in FontCreator

Create a custom 
typeface for the web 

with Photoshop
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onts are far more than just 

complementary to your website, they’re 

an art themselves. Picking the right font 

can be a nightmare though, and with so 

many to choose from, not to mention so many nuances 

with each one, sometimes you might wish that you could 

just create your own. 

 Luckily, creating your own font isn’t as hard as you 

may think, and can be achieved with either Photoshop or 

Illustrator, and a font-creating program such as 

FontCreator; others on the market include the likes of 

FontLab. Building a font simply relies on creating a 

defined look for the entire typeface, and following that 

cohesiveness through every character. You may wish to 

create something really outlandish and ambitious, or you 

could just create a Wingdings-style symbol font to add to 

your site. You could even – with the permission of the 

original author of course – modify an existing font slightly 

for your own needs. 

 Remember with this tutorial that individualism and 

experimenting with the template is encouraged. This is 

just one example of what you can do with Photoshop and 

FontCreator to make a font; we’ve included the WOFF, 

OTF and PSD files on FileSilo, but the style and look of 

your font is completely up to you.

1. Look for inspiration
Before you begin creating any kind of font, try and think 

of a theme or style that you’d like to follow by checking 

out sites online like Behance and DaFont for inspiration. 

Decide on whether you’re going with serif or sans serif.

2. Get sketching
Start drawing out the font onto paper first. This will give 

you a basis to start working with on Photoshop, and can 

allow you to try out various alternatives of characters, so 

that when you’re working digitally, you can just refer back 

to the drawings you’ve made.

3. Create recognisable features
Every font needs to have its own nuances, so be sure to 

create something a little different, whether it’s in the dots 

in the i, or in this case, with the sides of the letters curving 

at a 45-degree angle.  

4. Set out your grid
Head into Photoshop now. Hit Cmd/Ctrl+’ to bring up the 

grid – this will mean that characters snap to the grid – 

and go to View>New Guide to add blue horizontal lines; 

add lines for the top and base of the letters and one for 

the middle of the characters.

5. Decide the width
Before you start creating the characters, decide on the 

width you’d like them to be. Drag the rectangular 

marquee across the grid, vertically, and fill in with black to 

create the first side of your first character.

F

6. Make the A
On a new layer for each, create the other lines that go

into making the letter A. Now’s the time to experiment, as

you’re only one letter into the project, and keep referring

back to your sketch for inspiration.

7. Start grouping
Once you’ve created all the lines for the letter A, group

them by hitting Cmd/Ctrl+G. This will mean that the lines

all stay together in the A group, but that you can copy

lines for new letters if you need to.

Lowercase letters
The font that we’re creating here is exclusively in 
uppercase, but if you follow the same principles, 
you will be able to create lowercase letters in 
FontCreator too.
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8. Make curves
Continue with the alphabet, and experiment with various

ideas. To create a curve, use the Elliptical Marquee tool to

create a circle, then simply delete the middle of the circle

to create a ring. Hit the Mask button now and get rid of

any excess.

9. Mask where you need
Masking is great in Photoshop, as it allows you to

non-destructively hide parts of your layers. Hit the Mask

icon on the group of one of your letters and fill in

sections in black to hide them, such as the top-right

corners of our letters.

Tutorials
Create a custom typeface for the web with Photoshop

10. Start on numbers
Once you’ve created all the letters of the alphabet, work 

on the numbers. They should follow the same principle; 

the I and 1, and O and 0 might even be interchangeable.

11. Create punctuation
With all the characters complete, next work on 

punctuation. Again, try not to vary this too far from the 

style of everything else, and use the other characters as 

a basis when you start creating.

12. Merge your characters
With all your groups now made, Ctrl/right-click to merge 

each group as its own letter. Make sure to apply any 

mask first, and check that each of your letters is looking 

how you’d like it to before doing so. 

13. Touch up the characters
Merging everything into one layer can leave odd pixels 

sticking out of your characters, so just touch up each 

letter with the Lasso (L), and go through each character 

deleting any unnecessary parts.

14. Save in Photoshop
For now, save your project in Photoshop. This is where 

the project can end if you’re just looking to use your font 

in design projects for your website, but it’s useful anyway 

to keep the PSD of your typeface just in case you need it. 

15. Enter family name
We’re going to bring the font into FontCreator to create a 

WOFF file. The software is available from high-logic.

com/font-editor/fontcreator.html – click New to start 

and enter a Font Family name. 
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Far left

Feel free to base the numbers on some of the letters; for 
example, an S doesn’t need much editing to be converted 
into a 5
 
Middle

Play with the Q; you can create something really ornate for 
this particular letter, and remember to nudge it further 
down in FontCreator so the tail lies below the base line
 
Left 

Curves can add subtle flourishes to largely straight-edged 
letters; for example, adding a slight curve in the R provides 
a nice effect

Different characters 
You could even produce alternate characters as 
well as lowercase letters. All you have to do is 
draw the same style as the uppercase but smaller 
and use our tutorial steps to perfect them. 



18. Take notice of options
If you’re looking to edit the font a little further in 

FontCreator, then you can have a play around with the 

various options that are on off er to you. If you double-

click a character for example, you’ll be able to edit the 

sides of it.

19. Complete and test
Finish off  the font, and then go to File>Test .WOFF. This 

will bring up your browser, and display a text box for your

to type into and try out your font. This is how you can 

see how it looks completed so go ahead and type a 

sentence now to test it.

16. Resize in Photoshop
To make sure each of our characters fit in the size boxes 

in FontCreator (450 pixels is usually high enough), we’re 

going to resize the document in Photoshop, as this will 

resize each of the letters to exactly the same height. Do 

this by going to Image>Image Size. 

17. Paste into FontCreator
Double click on the A in FontCreator, and simply paste 

the A from Photoshop into there. Make sure to move the 

red-dotted line to manage the kerning – this is what we’re 

going to be doing with each of our characters to build up 

the rest of the font. 

Diff erent styles
With so many diff erent styles, 
genres and kinds of fonts 
available out there, there’s also a 
lot of choice for what you want 
to end up creating with your 
font. If you want to create a serif 
font, make sure that you add in 
some tails to the letters and 
study popular and established 
fonts including Times New 
Roman and Georgia to help you 
when creating certain characters 
such as a and g. Brushed fonts 
and calligraphy-style fonts can 
be created with the Pen tool as 
well as with custom brushes too, 
and you can always add a worn 
eff ect to your font by masking 
with a grunge brush in 
Photoshop. Simply take a look at 
a range of other typefaces to 
gauge how to create them; you 
only learn by studying, so check 
out all sorts of fonts and see 
what you like about each one to 
get some font inspirations.

Tutorials
Create a custom typeface for the web with Photoshop

20. Make necessary changes
Before you finish, just double-check that everything is 

looking how you’d like it to, and edit the characters or 

even the kerning should you wish. Feel free to go back 

now and test it all again like in Step 19 just to be sure that 

it all looks like it should.  

21. Export from FontCreator
Once that you have finally finished tweaking and editing 

the characters, you can now go over to File>Export .

WOFF to save the font as a web-only font file. You can 

also save the font as a TTF and OTF file using 

FontCreator if you so wish. 
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web workshop
Create an animated 
interactive cursor
As seen on experience.brainside.io 

Reduce distraction
The subtle UI details give
the user access to key
tools without distracting
them from the main
experience of the site.

Short prelude
The initial light-hearted
game is made to be shor
and simple, a quick
prelude to the site’s more
serious information.

Easy to share
It’s key to make sharing
interactive websites as
easy as possible without
getting in the way of the
experience.

Custom cursor
The custom cursor
animates with the user’s
mouse movements and
when they are “painting”
on the artwork.

Immersive
experience
The fullscreen option
enables users to immerse
themselves in the whole
experience of the site.
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Create an animated interactive cursor

he Brainside site aims to help users

understand the thought processes of

contemporary artists through

interactivity and mini-games. This month,

the French artist Yves Klein has his work explored

through the site. The website takes the user through a

light-hearted mini-game, poking fun at the artist’s work 

and then on to something more serious. 

It’s worth making use of the fullscreen experience and

with this type of site, it’s always bound to bring your

computer’s fan into action. Once past the mini-game, the

experience gets a little more serious with an audio

introduction from the actual artist and some nice

generated visualisations. These visualisations are a great

way to help keep the user’s focus while they are hearing 

the story overlaid on the site.

1. Add the canvas 
To start off  we’re going to add some quick CSS to create 

a box for the canvas and a place to put the cursor. The 

cursor will only work with JavaScript, so adding the 

image to the ‘:before’ pseudo-element of the cursor, 

pre-loads the image while the JavaScript gets parsed.

2. Load the new cursor
Add a class to the body to hide the default cursor and 

add an active class to show the new cursor on the page. 

We can query for the elements straight away, but it’s best 

to wait for the ‘DOMContentLoaded’ event before 

changing anything in the DOM.

// JavaScript

const cursor = document.querySelector('.

cursor');

const canvas = document.querySelector('.

canvas');

document.addEventListener('DOMContentLoaded', 

function() {

document.body.classList.add(‘no-cursor');

cursor.classList.add('active');

});

3. Listen to the mouse
To get the new cursor following and reacting to what the 

user does with the mouse, we need to start listening to 

the mouse events. 

// Inside the DOMContentLoaded callback 

function

mouseListeners();

// Anywhere outside

function mouseListeners() {

document.addEventListener( 'mousemove', 

onMouseMove, false);

document.addEventListener( 'mousedown', 

onMouseDown, false );

document.addEventListener( 'mouseup', 

onMouseUp, false );

}

function onMouseMove(e) {}

function onMouseDown(e) {}

function onMouseUp(e) {}

4. Move the cursor
In the ‘onMouseMove’ function we get access to two 

values on the event; clientX and clientY. Use those to 

update the position of the cursor to where the user’s 

mouse pointer is currently on the page.

5. Click the mouse
When the user clicks the mouse, we want to make it look 

like they’re putting the brush to the canvas. This means 

we get to use CSS 3D transforms! By setting the 

transform origin to the top centre of the brush and 

rotating the cursor around the X-axis, we get the eff ect of 

the brush tilting towards the canvas.

6. Angle towards the canvas
To make the brush angle towards the centre of the 

canvas when the user moves their mouse, work out the 

centre of the canvas when the DOM has loaded. And 

then on mouse move, update a new function to calculate 

the angle the brush should be at.

const canvasRect = canvas.

getBoundingClientRect();

const canvasWidth = canvas.offsetWidth;

canvasCenter = canvasRect.left + 

(canvasWidth/2);

function updateCursorAngle(posX) {

// Work out how far the mouse is away 

from center

let diff = canvasCenter - posX;

// Using a wide range, set the Z rotation

if( diff > -150 && diff < 150 ) {

 rotateZ = Math.round((diff/3));

} 

else if( diff < -150 ) {

 // Max negative rotation

 rotateZ = -50;

} 

else 

{ ...

Technique

EXPERT ADVICE
CSS beats JavaScript
A lot of animation on the web used 
to be done with JavaScript – jQuery 
.animate() sound familiar? But CSS 
has come on leaps and bounds in 
recent years and can now take the 
brunt of some really complex 
animations and transformations. 
Nowadays animations can be as easy 
as adding and removing classes!

Silly game leads to exploration
“At the outset, the game of painting famous works of art bright blue with your 
mouse sounds pretty silly. However, once you’ve recreated Yves Klein’s famous 
Blue Monochrome in a matter of seconds, you’re taken on a journey through 
the creative thinking of the artist behind the canvas.” 
Adam Onishi, developer at Financial Times

<comment>
What our 

experts think 
of the site

T
www.filesilo.co.uk/webdesignerDOWNLOAD TUTORIAL FILES
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SMARTER CSS ANIMATION

High performance, spectacular and practical approaches to 
CSS animation that can be used in production work today
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SMARTER CSS ANIMATION

Some CSS properties lend themselves to animation 

more than others. Properties that lend themselves to 

good performance tend not to aff ect document flow 

and other elements. This can seem like everything at 

first – and it is true that a lot of CSS animation is 

about stretching a little into a lot – but thanks to the 

transform property it is possible to craft advanced 

animations that also perform well. 

POSITION ABSOLUTE
It’s also possible to cheat performance (or get extra 

for free) by engineering elements out of the 

document flow if they’re going to be animated. This is 

solely the power of the position property and if 

wielded eff ectively can yield surprising results.

Position absoluting elements relative to their 

containers will take them out of the document flow. 

This means that anything going on inside them 

animation wise won’t aff ect the rest of the document. 

The browser knows this and is able to optimise the 

area that is redrawn.

In the context of a carousel, where the viewport is 

positioned absolutely, only the contents of that 

viewport will be redrawn as it’s animated rather than 

the entire page.

Naturally, this is faster and yields a substantial 

performance increase from just one line of CSS.

ADD TRANSFORMS
The transform property enables elements to be 

translated (moved), scaled, and rotated. This can 

apply to X and Y values (left, right, up, down) and also 

to Z values where the Z property is depth, enabling 

3D animation to occur.

As a short aside, 3D transforms that make use of 

the Z property tend to get hardware accelerated 

in browsers. This means 3D animations

tend to get their own rendering

context (similar to absolutely

positioned elements)

where they only 

aff ect themselves.

When setting out 

to implement 

animations that 

have been 

designed it can 

help to think in 

terms of 

movement, scaling 

and rotation. It’s 

possible to use all of 

these at once in CSS

transitions and 

animations for 

non-trivial eff ects.

Try breaking down sequences into their

component parts. Movement (left, right,

up, down, backwards and forwards) can

be achieved with translate. Rotation 

(clockwise, counterclockwise and flips) 

can be done with rotate and rotate3d. 

Scaling (bigger, smaller, and mirror 

eff ects) can be done with scale.

Combine the transform property 

and absolute positioning for gains 

in performance. 

OPACITY
Opacity is another CSS property that 

doesn’t modify the flow of the document.

It’s great for fading things up and down,

partially revealing content and applying tints

to things. Finding applications for opacity isn’t

tricky, but an example would be its use in

semi-transparent fills over image elements and

other content to draw focus to UI elements like

text and icon labels.

COMBININE TRANSFORMS AND 
OPACITIES FOR EFFECTS
Opacity can usually be combined with transform 

without significant overhead, especially if eff ects are

happening when a user is interacting with a page.

Hover eff ects are a great place to combine these 

eff ects as UI elements for these actions are usually 

small. On the basic end of things, try combining 

transform, scale and opacity to reveal and emphasise 

elements or translating in containers and fading in 

their contents.

On the more advanced end of things are 

entire container transitions, like a Sign 

In button that flips and reveals a 

form. The principles remain 

the same: take the 

elements out of 

document flow, don’t 

do too much at once, 

make use of 

transforms and 

opacity. Entire 

container 

transitions tend to 

stack eff ects, or 

sequence them. 

When planning 

these out make use 

of hand-drawn 

storyboards to get to 

grips with the mechanics of 

what needs to happen.

GET CSS ANIMATION TO PERFORM
Discover how to use the transform property to improve performance

WHAT IS THE 
CURRENT STATE OF 

BROWSER SUPPORT?
CSS Animation on the transform and opacity properties 
(2D) is widely supported with 92 per cent global browser 

support and 96.28 per cent in the UK (when using prefixed 
properties) according to statistics gathered by caniuse.com. 
It’s supported by all evergreen browsers (that is, browsers 

that update themselves).
3D animations are well adopted by most evergreen 

browsers apart from IE11, which is used by 4.18 per cent 
of people globally and 6.67 per cent of people in the 

UK. The limitation comes in the form of not 
supporting the preserve-3d property which is 

necessary to construct 3D objects out of 
2D elements.

LEE POYNTER
Head of Design at Crowd

thisiscrowd.com

@leer0y

“Animation has returned to the web in a big way, not 

only in the form of (traditional) storytelling and 

entertainment, but as an aid to usability and even as 

part of a brand’s visual language, adding a further 

dimension to the design considerations – time. This 

enables us to give context, add emotional meaning 

and to establish hierarchy within content as 

part of a more seamless experience. As 

with any design element, we have to 

apply it judiciously and 

meaningfully”
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It’s now possible to create complex 3D objects with 

HTML and CSS alone. Making use of nested 3D 

transforms to create 3D geometry in CSS is an 

emerging technique (IE11 can’t do it). Taking a long 

view, 3D CSS techniques will find their place, being 

useful in creating simple 3D objects for stylistic use 

– such as 3D transitions that require the geometry of 

a cube. Here we look at Matt Northam’s Hover[board] 

codepen codepen.io/mattn/pen/LkQAAE

1. LOOK AT THE CODEPEN EDITOR VIEW
Taking a look at the Codepen editor view shows that 

the board has been made with a handful of HTML 

elements, little JavaScript and a lot of CSS.

2. USE EFFECTIVE JAVASCRIPT
Matt has kept the use of JavaScript to a minimum. 

The code here simply swaps around classes, applying 

diff erent CSS rules to the board. 

var box = $(‘#board’);

var showPanelButtons = $(‘#show-buttons 

button’);

var currentView = ‘show-front’;

$(‘button’).click(function(){

var view = this.className;

box.removeClass(currentView);

box.addClass(view);

currentView = view;

});

3. PRESERVE 3D
Preserve-3d allows 3D transforms to nest. This means 

3D shapes can be built up of many individually 3D 

transformed elements.

#board {

/* . . . */

transform-style: preserve-3d;

}

4. FRONT ROTATION
The board is controlled by classes that apply specific 

rotations. There are three transforms: The board is 

rotated along the X-Axis 90degrees, which spins it. It’s 

rotated -90 degrees along the y-axis, which makes it 

flat. It is also moved away from the camera along its 

z-axis.

#board.show-front  {transform: translateZ( 

-($width/2) ) rotateY(-90deg )  

rotateX(90deg); }

5. CHEATING
The front of the board should really be curved, but it 

isn’t possible to achieve that easily with CSS. Matt’s 

cheated this limitation with just a regular rectangle, 

which looks good enough from the front.

#board .front,

#board .back {

width: $depth;

height: $height + 8; // for the border

WHY SO SLOW?
Diagnose the causes of poor performance

CREATING COMPLEX 3D
We analyse the concepts behind the CSS 3D Hoverboard project

Poor performance in web animation can be caused
by many things, but realising animation boils down
to a four step rendering process: Styles, Layout,
Paint and Composite.

In the styles process the browser calculates what
styles need to be updated or applied to elements.
Layout determines the positioning of elements
(think box model). Paint starts drawing CSS effects
that have been applied to elements – this happens
in layers and to finish, the Composite process is
where the new layers are drawn to the screen.

The four step process can take a lot of time and
the Paint process is the most expensive of the four.
The secret to achieving 60FPS lies in giving the

browser as much time as possible to complete
those four steps and avoiding some of those steps
when possible.

Poor performance in animation can be down to
trying to do too much at once – causing multiple
iterations of the rendering process – but is more
often caused by JavaScript.

If JavaScript is doing things within the same
animation frame, such as updating the DOM, then
time is taken away from the rendering process.

In addition to that, updates to the DOM can
cause Styles and Layout to be invalidated, which
means that they have to then be recalculated
inside each frame.

STYLES
THE RENDERING PATH FOR ANY GIVEN FRAME

LAYOUT

PAINT

COMPOSITE

SMARTER CSS ANIMATION
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left: 197px; top:0; // used to be 195

background: $yellow;

border-radius: 10px;

}

6. TWEENING ROTATIONS WITH KEYFRAMES
These keyframes are responsible for the ‘twisty cool 

stuff ’ button animation. Using keyframes the board is 

seamlessly transitioned through multiple rotations.

@keyframes spin-spin {

0%, 100%   { transform: translateZ( 

-($width/2) ) rotateY(10deg) 

rotateX(50deg);}

25% {transform: translateZ( -($depth/2) ) 

rotateY(-145deg) rotateX(150deg);}

45% {transform: translateZ( -($depth/2) ) 

rotateY(-45deg) rotateX(50deg);}

65% {transform: translateZ( -($width/2) ) 

rotateY(40deg) rotateX(150deg);}

85%  {transform: translateZ( -($height/2) ) 

rotateY(58deg) rotateX(50deg);}

}

7. HOVER EFFECT
On hover, the elements of the board move away 

from each other, giving an exploded view of all the 

components. This is achieved by modifying each 

component’s local z-axis.

#board:hover {

 .top  { transform: rotateY(   0deg ) 

translateZ(  $depth/2 + 20); }

  }

8. A NICE DETAIL
Viewing the bottom of the board and hovering 

causes the green lines on the bottom to fade as the 

ones on the top translate. This gives the impression 

that the lines fade through the board.

.line {opacity: 0;}

5 THINGS YOU DIDN’T KNOW CUBIC-BEZIER COULD DO
Cubic bezier is the most underrated tool when it comes to crafting eff ective animations.

There’s more to animation than just the mechanics 
– it’s not just what’s happening, but how it happens 
that’s equally important. Out of the box CSS comes 
with some easing properties: ease-in, linear, 
ease-out, and ease-in-out. These easing properties 
control the progress of the animation against its 
timeline and are ultimately responsible for how any 
animation feels.

The default easing properties are ubiquitous, but 
under scrutiny it becomes apparent how 
calculated they feel – the default easing that comes 
with CSS feels unnatural.

With cubic bezier it’s possible to define 
animations that feel more dynamic. This can lead 

SMARTER CSS ANIMATION

to creating motion that feels energetic or at the 
other end of the spectrum, vogue.

1. FAST EASE OUT
It’s possible to create a fast ease out motion with 
cubic-bezier(.15,.43,.42,1). This is useful for fading 
and sliding animations where the user’s focus needs 
to be shifted quickly.

2. BOUNCE
A bounce motion can be created with cubic-
bezier(0.45, 2.3, 0.59, 0.6). This can be useful for 
sliding animations that are large enough to warrant 
a bounce if they stop abruptly.

3. ELASTIC
An elastic motion can be created with cubic-
bezier(0.56, 1.43, 0.79, 1).

4. SMOOTH SWITCH STATE
Switching from one state to another can often be 
too slow with standard easing. cubic-
bezier(0,.98,.01,.99) will give just enough frames 
that the switch isn’t abrupt.

5. SLOW MOTION
A slow motion eff ect can be achieved with 
cubic-bezier(.26,.79,.74,.2).



Keyframe animation as opposed to transition-based 

animation enables control of intermediate steps or 

waypoints along an animation sequence. This gives 

developers finite control over each step in a 

sequence, anabling anything from far more 

complicated transitions to entire advanced 

animation sequences.

KEYFRAMES VS TRANSITIONS
The fundamental difference between transitions and 

keyframes is that keyframes enable an animation to 

be broken down into multiple steps. In terms of 

animating interactions, transitions are great for 

animating between two states like: on and off; 

expanded and collapsed; as well as sliding and static. 

Keyframes enable animation between two states with 

extra states in-between. This makes keyframes useful 

for complex state transitions, like turning a login 

button into a login form on-click.

Keyframes also enable developers to specify 

sequences of motion. An object may need to animate 

through several states or positions, and keyframes 

lend themselves to this. 

DEALING WITH MULTI-STEP ANIMATIONS
Keyframes work by defining a waypoints with a 

percentage syntax that refers to how far through a 

waypoint is in the overall animation. The syntax is 

as follows:

@keyframes animation-name {  

0% { /* css rules */ }

  33% { /* css rules */ }

THE ART OF KEYFRAME ANIMATION
Find out when to use the @keyframes CSS at-rule over transitions.

100% { /* css rules */ }

}

In this snippet the keyframe animation defined as 

‘animation-name’ has three waypoints. 0% and 100% 

correspond to the beginning and end of the 

animation. There’s also a waypoint at 33%, which 

corresponds to a keyframe at roughly a third of the 

way through the animation.

When planning out animation sequences it can 

help to think of the timing in this way; positioning 

waypoints in thirds, halfs, and even quarters.

EASING IS DIFFERENT, USE IT CAREFULLY.
Easing is different between transition and keyframe 

based animations. When using easing with transition 

based animation, developers are used to easing 

being applied to the entire sequence. With keyframe 

animation, the easing is applied to each keyframe.

When dealing with transitions, easing can

be used to control the feel of the entire

motion –it could involve speeding 

motion up at the start and slowing it

down at the end, which makes the 

action feel immediate. 

Trying to apply that type of 

easing to a sequence, however, 

will leave the frames feeling 

disconnected and the motion will 

feel mechanical.

Use linear easing for keyframes and

modify the positioning of them on the

timeline to change the feel of a sequence.

MULTIPLE EASES IN ONE ANIMATION
A generally unused feature, but useful nonetheless, 

of keyframe animation is that the animation’s easing 

can be defined within each keyframe. This enables 

each keyframe to have its own easing should it 

be desired.

Used in combination with careful placement of 

keyframes, this can be used to hone the feel of a 

keyframe similar to how one can with a transition. 

The first and last keyframes might have easeOut and 

easeIn respectively with the middle frames set to 

linear. The control here isn’t as precise as a cubic-

bezier, however, and tweaking motion to be just right 

is much more of a trial and error process.

GOOD KEYFRAME ANIMATION
Crafting keyframe animation that looks and feels 

good is tougher than doing the same with 

transitions. It can help to break animations 

down into multiple animations, so the 

timing of different aspects can be 

dealt with separately. This relies on 

the ability to apply multiple 

animations to the same selector at 

the same time. This may mean 

splitting one animation into two: 

where the first deals with keyframes 

for opacity and the other deals with 

transforms. This layered approach to 

animation enables simple transitions where 

necessary without affecting complex sequences.

TRY KEYFRAME 
GENERATORS

Try using keyframe generators 
like cssanimate.com. These can 
help get to grips with handling 

more complex sequences, 
even though they’re 

clunky authoring 
tools.

LAYERING 
ANIMATION

Animations can be stacked into the same 
selector, enabling further control of unique CSS 

properties. For example, a sequence for opacity may 
only require two keyframes, but a sequence for 

transforms may require 5. It’s easier to split out the 
animation for opacity rather than trying to manually 
work out what the opacity value should be at 70% of 

the animation.
This technique can be particularly useful in UI 

animation, where elements may need to fade in 
and out quickly, but transforms need to take 

longer – avoiding having too much 
action happening on the screen 

at any one time.
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Locus Solus (www.locus-solus.it/en) is home to

some wonderfully designed contemporary furniture

and also happens to use GreenSock to execute the

advanced animation on the page.

There are a lot of passive animations going on

here with the clock in the center; the background

transitions; and the text transitions. When navigating

to new pages there is a full-screen transition and

scrolling pages that brings in elements in a unique

way as well.

GreenSock has been used to enable most of this,

with some tactical usage of canvas and CSS

transitions where appropriate. The scrubber on the

clock is a canvas element and uses the canvas API,

which is used to bring in arrows on hover. A telltale

sign is that this element is slightly blurry in retina

screens where the rest of the page is made up of

sharp SVGs.

There’s a mixture of tools including TweenMax,

TimelineLite, and TimelineMax for animating different

aspects of the page.

While TimelineMax is a superset of TweenMax, it

shows that each is its own specialist tool and both

have their own place in intricate builds.

The use of JavaScript is predominant throughout

the page, with a large function that designs the page

on load and other to reset the page when the

viewport is resized.

CASE STUDY: LOCUS SOLUS
HOWDOTHEYDOTHIS?

COMBINE THE POWER OF CSS & JS WITH GREENSOCK
Discover how to mix CSS syntax with JS for super-fast cross browser animation

WHAT IS GREENSOCK?
GreenSock (greensock.com) is a comprehensive 
animation library for the web. With no third-party 
dependencies required, it provides developers a 
platform that can handle basic tweening all the 
way to fully-featured timeline animation. On top of 
that it’s modular too, so there’s no need to bring in 
everything to tween something.

WHY USE GREENSOCK?
GreenSock can be particularly useful for 
development teams that need to get to
grips with new tools quickly and also
swiftly move on the mastery of 
those tools. The JavaScript API 
that GreenSock has is 
straightforward enough to 
understand and the 
documentation is very good. 
What makes GreenSock 
particularly brilliant is its CSS 
Plugin, which enables use of CSS 
syntax when defining animations.

HOW TO USE GREENSOCK?
GreenSock and its plugins can be downloaded from
greensock.com and it’s also available as a bower
package called ‘gsap’. GreenSock has a permissive
license, which makes it free to use unless reselling to
multiple customers. There are also three other tiers of
licenses available; all as yearly subscriptions.

GreenSock’s CSS Plugin lets developers write
animations in the CSS syntax they know and love.

This eliminates the learning curve that a lot of other 
animation libraries have by default. With GreenSock, 
teams can be creating production quality animation 
off-the-bat verses days of syntax/API learning that 
other libraries require. This also means that 
development teams can move onto tackling the 
creative aspects of web animation rather than 
fumbling with technical problems.

GreenSock has a relatively lean weight for such a 
comprehensive library. This is, in part, due to its 
modular nature. GreenSock doesn’t have any third 

party dependencies and it isn’t one package 
itself. If a developer only needs to tween

things, then all they’ll need to include
is TweenLite. If they need a timeline

as well then TweenLite and
TimelineLite will be required.

Another benefit, which may fly
under the radar is that GreenSock

has done a lot of work to eliminate
cross-browser SVG issues. Animating

SVGs with CSS can provide odd results.
A common example is trying to scale a

particular element within an SVG. A lot of
browsers are unable to calculate the transform-origin
correctly, making transforms unreliable. GreenSock
abstracts all of those problems away, enabling
developers to write animations in CSS syntax and
have them just work.

Eliminating the cross-browser issues around SVG
in evergreen browsers really opens up a new world
of animation for production teams. The asset that has
been designed is the same one that will be prepped

for animation and the same one that will end up 
being animated. This is significant because for the 
first time in a long time, designers are able to have 
direct control over the look and feel of the 
end product.

Additionally there are vector assets, so scaling for 
all types of screens becomes a non-issue. They’re 
also marked-up, which means hiding/showing 
specific elements is straight forward as is adding/
handling interactions.

Performance is always a concern with animation 
on the web and GreenSock is very capable in this 
area as well. Libraries like VelocityJS work great on
the desktop and it’s only when testing on mobile do
cracks become apparent, with sluggish and framey
SVG animation.

Aside from feeling fast, GreenSock also has a
speed test demo, which can be found here
greensock.com/js/speed.html. The demo lets tests
to be set up to make comparisons between GSAP,
jQuery, TweenJS, Zepto and a few more. In this
experiment and with these parameters, GSAP does
seem to be the fastest among these, but without a
conclusive benchmark it’s tough to say for certain.

GreenSock has a few paid subscription tiers, which
yield access to some powerful, but niche plugins. One
of the most significant for teams doing SVG
animation is the Morph SVG plugin, which enables
one SVG path to morph into another. This lets
production teams to easily create dynamic effects
without resorting to lots of code and even lends
designers control of animation should they treat each
path as a keyframe.

CHECKOUT THE 
GALLERY

GreenSock has a gallery on 
their website which shows just 

what’s possible with the 
library when the boundaries 

are pushed. http://bit.
ly/1KeEhJY
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SVGs are inherently more flexible than regular DOM 

elements due to their nature as a vector graphics 

format. Any property in an SVG (think most of the 

controls in Adobe Illustrator) can be adjusted and 

animated. This even applies to things like stroke 

eff ects, which developers don’t often have much 

control over.

This tutorial steps through setting up GreenSock 

using bower; prepping SVGs for use in web animation; 

the boilerplate code necessary for GreenSock; 

presetting values for seamless animation; animating 

strokes; and advanced playback.

The working source code for this tutorial can be 

downloaded from filesilo.co.uk/webdesigner.

1. SET UP GSAP
GSAP can be downloaded from the website at 

greensock.com, but it’s also available as a bower 

package. This is useful for teams that are working 

with source control.

Open up terminal and install the bower Node 

Package Manager package. Then configure bower by 

running bower init. Finally, install GSAP.

$ npm install bower --save

$ bower init

$ bower install gsap --save

2. PREP SVG
Exporting vector artwork as an SVG from Adobe 

Illustrator usually results in something like below. 

There’s a lot of markup here that isn’t necessarily 

useful. The ID, data-name, and title attributes/tags can 

go. It’s worth adding a class to the <path> for the next 

steps.

<svg id=”Layer_1” data-name=”Layer 1” 

xmlns=”http://www.w3.org/2000/svg” 

viewBox=”0 0 50.8262 56.7803”>

<title>asset</title>

<path  “…” style=”fill: none;stroke: 

#f20a0a;stroke-width: 2px”/>

</svg>

3. SET UP JS
There is little boilerplate required with GSAP – it just 

needs a DOM element. For that to happen the DOM 

needs to be queryable. It’s handy to wrap animation 

sequences inside an anonymous function to avoid 

overwriting repetitive variables.

This code defines the variables required up front 

and grabs the SVG <path> element as soon as 

possible.

(function() {

‘use strict’;

var timeline,

path;

document.addEventListener(‘DOMContentLoad

ed’, function() {

path = 

document.querySelector(‘.path’);         

loop();

}, false);

function loop() {}

})();

4. PRESET VALUES OF ANIMATED SVG (STROKE)
It’s important to preset values using the set method 

in GSAP’s timeline functions. This is so the animation 

can be repeated or reversed without any looping 

issues. It also means miscellaneous styles aren’t 

being scattered throughout the stylesheet.

…

path = document.querySelector(‘.path’);

timeline = new TimelineLite();

timeline.set(path, {strokeDashoffset: 

1000});

timeline.set(path, {strokeDasharray: 1000});

loop();

5. ANIMATE LINE
Use the to method that comes with TimelineLite, the 

path has its strokeDashOff set changed to 0 over the 

course of 10 seconds. The easing has been set to 

Power0.easeNone. The timeline is then set playing.

function loop() {

timeline.to(path, 10, 

{strokeDashoffset: 0, ease: Power0.

easeNone});

timeline.play();

}

6. PLAYBACK
The timeline can be played with the play() method 

and reversed with the reverse() method. It can also 

be restarted without having to load by restarting the 

animation when the onComplete callback is fired.

timeline.play();

timeline.eventCallback(‘onComplete’, 

function() {

timeline.restart();});

TUTORIAL: HOW TO ANIMATE SVGS
SVGs are more capable of carrying off  animations than regular DOM elements
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Crafting good performant animation is a process that 

requires a developer to constantly refine the 

end-result as they add more to it. These opposing 

goals often mean that advanced animation is a 

balancing act between performance and spectacle. 

Often these things fall into two categories.

MINIMISING KNOCK-ON EFFECTS
One thing that will quickly take up CPU cycles is 

animations that cause knock-on eff ects to

other elements in the DOM. Things like

accordions are particularly prone to 

this, where expanding an accordion 

will cause a reflow to the rest of the 

page and every frame that it’s 

animating. This is because 

accordions tend to be in-flow 

rather than positioned absolutely 

or fixed. When writing animations 

that aff ect other DOM elements, it’s 

best to try and make that aff ect as brief as possible. 

jQuery powered accordions often cause incremental 

reflows to the page, which cause poor performance. 

In the accordion scenario it’s best to try and calculate 

the height that the accordion will be at the end of the 

animation and apply that at the start. This means 

subsequent frames will just be animating the height 

rather than reflowing the DOM.

USING CHROME DEV TOOLS
Chrome Dev Tools has extremely 

powerful analytical tools built into the 

Timeline tab. With these tools it’s 

possible to identify performance 

bottlenecks before they’re visually 

apparent. More recently the layers 

and paint profiler palettes have 

been added and refined. These 

palettes let developers gain a visual 

of how a page is constructed.

Web animation has slowly come back into fashion 

after the death of Flash and has been enabled by a 

standards-based technological progression in 

browsers. Unfortunately, consumers’ tastes have 

moved on since the old days, making it harder to 

create compelling animation. Here are some clichés 

and how to avoid them.

TAKE CONTROL OF SCROLLING
With the advent of parallax websites and scroll 

hijacking, a recent trend has emerged where every 

animation on a page is now controlled by scrolling. 

This can be an eff ective technique, but it often seems 

poorly applied.

Animate-on-scroll sites have a mechanical feel to 

them, due to the nature of the interaction. The user is 

in control of the animation. Rather than being wooed 

by it they’re operating it.

Additionally it’s tough to do animate-on-scroll sites 

that have good performance because there’s an 

inherent bottle neck: getting the scroll position of the 

viewport causes a recalculate style every frame.

POWERPOINT-LIKE ANIMATIONS
Websites that slowly fade and slide elements in as a 

user scrolls are also cliché. With the contemporary 

web it’s possible to create dynamic and exciting 

animation rather than presenting information like one 

would in a presentation.

THE TOO-SLOW ANIMATION
Animations that happen when a user interacts with a 

page need to be quick and snappy. Slow animation 

crops up on WordPress and bad inspiration websites.

KEEPING IT SMOOTH
Essential elements to think of when crafting animation

RECOMMENDED 
RESOURCES

WHY YOU NEED TO AVOID ANIMATION CLICHÉS
It’s very easy to create bad animation on the web. Here’s how to avoid it

USING THE 
LAYERS PALETTE  

Click on any frame in the 
timeline that paint information 

has been recorded for and 
open up the layers palette to 

see how a page is drawn.

GREENSOCK SHOWCASE
greensock.com/examples-showcases

The GreenSock showcase is a fantastic curated 
resource, showing the best of what’s possible with 
GreenSock when pushed to its limits. If nothing else, 
this resource will inspire developers

AWWWARDS
awwwards.com

Awwwards does what it says on the tin and gives 
websites awards on four criteria: Design, Usability, 
Creativity, and Content. The level of work here is 
extremely good.

CODEPEN ANIMATION
codepen.io/tag/animation

Codepen is home to all sorts of enterprising 
developers and their experiments. The animation tag 
is worth a browse occasionally as some of the 
mechanics of these can be particularly inventive.

THAT’S NO MOON
codepen.io/bpmarkowitz/pen/fImhF

This pen by Ben Markowitz is one such experiment. 
Here he’s used multiple HTML elements, 3D 
transforms, borders, and border-radius to create a 3D 
Death Star projection. 

SMARTER CSS ANIMATION
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Make your WordPress install a more productive experience 
with the right plugin. We show you how to identify the good, 

avoid the bad and pick a selection you need
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G
ood plugins help you become more productive 

and can improve your work quality. Not all 

plugins are equal, with some suff ering from 

issues such as installation diff iculty, poor support and 

security concerns – consider these factors.

While it’s good to have choice, there is temptation 

to pick more plugins than are necessary. The old 

saying of time being money comes to mind; if plugins 

are causing you to spend more time on tracking 

configuration issues and opening scope for support 

requests, they are increasing your costs. The best way 

to avoid these costs is to avoid having them in the first 

place – achieved by not installing plugins that don’t 

directly meet the project criteria. This is what’s called 

delivering the minimum viable product (MVP).

Plugins come in two flavours; functionality 

installation and service integration. Both are useful, 

but avoid confusing them with each other. Plugins 

providing services integrate functionality that is 

managed externally to your website. Be aware that 

these services operate separately to your WordPress 

installation – especially if they are a service requiring 

you to subscribe to.

I
t’s not always possible to immediately identifying

whether a plugin is relevant to your project

requirements, especially if the project is of

high complexity. When in doubt, the

performance of a SWOT analysis will

reveal details to show how useful or

relevant a plugin is.

Starting with ‘S’, the identification

of a plugin’s strengths will reveal 

what the plugin excels at. A full 

definition of this will likely build 

a picture of any specialisms that 

the plugin has been designed 

to serve.

Next, with ‘W’, the listing of 

the plugin’s weaknesses will 

reveal functionality that is 

either lacking or non-existent. 

Everything you discover should 

be listed here, even if you think it 

is irrelevant.

Continuing with ‘O’ for 

opportunities, this section reveals

what the plugin offers to benefit the

criteria of the project. Most of the

opportunities will come from the strengths

list, but that isn’t to say that there won’t also be

some weaknesses that can also be turned into 

opportunities from time to time.

Finally, ‘T’ for threats reveals how 

characteristics revealed in strengths and 

weaknesses could threaten compliance 

with the project criteria. It’s easy to 

assume that threat will always come 

from weaknesses, but this may not 

always be the case – a strength can 

also be a threat in situations where 

they aren’t required.

While a plugin may have many 

strengths, they will only convert to 

opportunities if they are relevant 

to the project criteria. It is this 

identification that truly allows you 

to see the relevance of a plugin to 

your project – without bias of being 

selected for its shiny features.

This approach to reviewing the 

relevance of plugins is highly 

dependent on understanding the 

project’s requirements. Considerations 

surrounding security and content 

optimisation are rarely mentioned by the 

client until it’s too late, so make sure these are 

on your list by default.

BLOAT
Bloated WordPress plugins that have been written 

poorly will cause you problems by slowing down your 

website performance and could potentially cause 

unnecessary issues. 

TRIGGER HAPPINESS
Similar to bloat, selecting too many unnecessary 

plugins will add complexity to your WordPress install 

that impacts performance and increases risk in terms 

of security.

NOT SPECIFIC
WordPress plugins that have been designed to solve a 

specific problem are naturally more likely to solve 

them to a higher standard than a plugin that does a bit 

of everything.

LACK OF SUPPORT
It’s important to be able to access advice from the 

original developer on anything that doesn’t go to plan 

with your selected plugin – especially if you are paying 

for it.

Identifying a good 
plugin strategy

SWOT Analysis

What you need 
to avoid

Expert Comment
Aimee Coogan

Project Communications at Nextpoint
Plugins are what make WordPress a useful and 

flexible tool – not just for web developers, but for 

anyone working with online communications such 

as PR. Careful selection should focus on 

functionality needed to complete the job rather than 

fancy features. 
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With WordPress being the most popular CMS on the 

web, it’s a common target for malicious bots and 

hackers searching for potential easy targets. Add to 

this that users often make it easier for these bots and 

hackers by using easy to guess/crack passwords, and 

you have a bad situation waiting to happen. Did we 

mention that a lot of plugins with known vulnerabilities 

never get updated?

These problems can mostly become a thing of the 

past with Wordfence Security, which takes care of 

much of the security eff ort. Nothing beats a proper 

security strategy; a security plugin like this should be 

part of it.

The plugin is a toolbox of functionality that covers all 

of the main concerns you need to be regularly checking 

against. This includes scanning your installation for 

known malicious code, enforcement of strong 

passwords, activity monitoring and firewall features to 

disrupt malicious scans by hackers and botnets.

The plugin can be set to automatically perform 

security checks on a daily basis, guaranteeing 

consistency and saving you lots of time in the process. 

With the saying time is money, this plugin will literally 

save you lots of time and money from all of the manual 

checks you’d need to do in order to guarantee high 

security standards.

The database used by your WordPress installation can 

get pretty messy after a fair amount of usage. This isn’t 

good for keeping you website running fast – nor for 

making backups. Being able to clean up the inevitable 

mess is a must; hence the purpose of this plugin.

Optimize Database has features specialising in 

cleaning diff erent parts of your WordPress installation, 

and is capable of detecting orphaned content, unused 

tags and spam content that it detects. Orphaned 

content is possibly most problematic type of content 

for database clutter, with these items having no trace 

for regular WordPress plugins and functionality. As a 

result, orphaned content stays in the database.

The plugin has convenient features to automate 

database cleaning and log file creation of activities. 

Both of these features help to ensure that the 

monotonous task of cleaning is never forgotten, while 

the details of cleaning are recorded as evidence 

should anything go wrong.

While SEO isn’t rocket science, it’s certainly easy to 

make easy mistakes. Yoast SEO helps you to avoid these 

traps by providing functionality that checks against 

common SEO mistakes. It also provides a series of other 

functionality to assist you in writing better content. 

After all, good SEO is all about content being king!

In terms of content assistance, there are several 

tools available to help with specific agendas. These 

include news content feeds for being picked up by 

Google News, local SEO to compete on Google Maps 

placements, and more. The main plugin provides you 

with a keyword tool that helps you identify whether 

your target keywords are present in the places you 

want them to be. This is handy for making sure that 

keywords are visible to search engines like Google in 

the context you want them to be. There are also 

additional content analysis features to analyse the 

length of your sentences and writing style to improve 

your content quality for higher Google scores.

Not all SEO is purely about the quality of your 

website content; some is about the technical 

architecture. Yoast SEO has features to help with this 

too, with functionality to provide instructions to 

crawlers through robot settings, search engine 

friendly links and more. Two features of Yoast SEO for 

making sure everything gets indexed by Google are 

the creation of breadcrumbs and sitemaps – hence 

providing visible links to everything on your website.

Most Useful Usability
WORDFENCE SECURITY
www.wordfence.com

OPTIMIZE DATABASE
wordpress.org/plugins/rvg-optimize-database

WP FASTEST CACHE
wordpress.org/plugins/wp-fastest-cache

Easy to set up and allows you to build a cached HTML 

version of your website. This approach to presenting your 

website avoids the need for server processing such as 

database access. Benefits of this include faster loading.

SEARCH EVERYTHING
wordpress.org/plugins/search-everything

Fully configurable search upgrade, allowing search of 

specific content areas such as comments and 

attachments. Search configuration is highly 

customisable, with the ability to define exclusion rules.

SIMPLE URLS
wordpress.org/plugins/simple-urls

Create links to WordPress pages that are easier to share, 

remember and track. These short links are handy for 

anything from print and radio marketing campaigns, to 

managing aff iliate campaigns.

BROKEN LINK CHECKER
wordpress.org/plugins/broken-link-checker

Links that don’t work are bad for user experience and 

can get your website penalised by Google. This plugin 

helps you avoid this by alerting you to broken links in 

your website with options to fix them.

SMUSH
https://en-gb.wordpress.org/plugins/wp-smushit

One of the usual suspects for slow loading websites is 

large image sizes. Smush will scan all of your image 

uploads and optimise them using image resizing and 

compression to reduce their file size.

YOAST SEO
yoast.com/wordpress/plugins/seo
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While WordPress was originally created for blo

intended to present audio content. Fear not – t

solves this by allowing you to host, list and ma

of audio content in your blog, whether it be po

music. Where a website is being used to sell au

this plugin can also be used to off er previews.

The audio player is highly customisable, wit

change the presentation template and set text

also options to specify how the audio is played

default volume and whether the audio should 

While most people use browsers that support H

plugin also supports legacy browsers such as old

Internet Explorer. File types supported are MP3 an

are pretty common formats. The plugin allows yo

whether audio plays immediately or waits for use

With the output being entirely a client side c

it is possible to use standard CSS to change sty

Additionally, server side PHP can also be used

to decide what to output – such as the 

configurations to use according to specific 

user and page settings.

Creative
COMPACT WP AUDIO P
wordpress.org/plugins/compact-wp-audio-

An emerging trend with websites is to present call to action content in response to 

user actions. These actions are often when the visitor scrolls to a certain point on 

the page, but could also be anything else from looking at target content for an 

amount of time to hovering their mouse pointer over content in a way that suggests 

an interest.

The Scroll Triggered Boxes plugin allows you to activate content pop up boxes 

when the user scrolls to a specified point on the web page. This can be specified as 

a percentage from the top of the page or as a specific reference a part of the page 

such as the comments section. The plugin is highly customisable, with the ability to 

change appearance settings as well as to set rules for pages the content applies to 

– including whether to turn off  for mobile.

With popup box allowing for any type of HTML, there is limitless scope to how 

you present you call to action (within the scope of what’s possible with HTML, 

obviously). 

This freedom allows you to present anything from data capture forms to option 

buttons and entire websites through an iframe. 

SCROLL TRIGGER BOXES
wordpress.org/plugins/scroll-triggered-boxes

While written content is the primary focus of WordPress, this can’t be said about 

image management. However, blogs and websites often need to present pictures to 

support their written content – a picture speaks a thousand words, the saying goes. 

This plugin off ers a solution for websites and blogs that make heavy use of 

picture-based content; providing both attractive presentation and the management 

features for build the content structure.

Photo Gallery is a fully featured picture management tool, complete with ability 

to manage diff erent sized thumbnails, diff erent gallery layouts and file 

management. It is also possible to use Photo Gallery as an e-commerce tool for 

selling images – much like istockphoto.com.  

The main strength of this plugin is its vast range of features for presentation. It 

has too many features to list here, but some of the most impressive include picture 

search, audio playback, slide show and picture shuff le. Its responsive layout abilities 

also allows for picture content to be presented in a way to best suit diff erent sized 

screens – pretty important these days as people could be browsing your site with 

anything from a smartphone to a large screen smart TV.

PHOTO GALLERY
wordpress.org/plugins/photo-gallery
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Security
ANTI-SPAM
wordpress.org/support/view/plugin-reviews/

anti-spam

Anti-Spam does exactly what it’s name suggests – blocks 

spam. This plugin is specifically for comment sections, 

stopping automated spam bots cluttering your pages 

with nonsense. What sets this plugin apart is that it 

doesn’t require any sort of Captcha input from the user 

– avoiding this as an inconvenience.

E-MAIL ENCODER
wordpress.org/plugins/email-address-encoder

Nobody likes spam e-mail. However, there are times 

where you need to publish your e-mail address for real 

people to find – which is where it also gets found by 

spam bots. This plugin solves the problem by presenting 

content in a way that makes e-mail addresses invisible to 

spam bots, but visible to real people.

HIDE MY SITE
wordpress.org/plugins/hide-my-site

Surprisingly, the majority of content on the web is hidden 

from public access. The so called “Deep Web” accounts 

for 96% of the Internet – which this plugin is ideal for 

making your website part of. Its purpose is simply to 

restrict access by password protection and can also 

restrict by IP address if required.

BACKUPWORDPRESS
wordpress.org/plugins/backupwordpress

It’s easy to take your WordPress install for granted – until 

something bad happens. This plugin allows you to create 

automated backups of your website, hence avoid 

inconvenient situations that you can’t recover from. 

When disaster strikes, it’s simply just a case of rolling 

back to the latest backup.

GOOGLE WEBMASTER 
TOOLS
www.google.com/webmasters/tools

Although not technically a WordPress plugin, this tool is 

still very relevant to your WordPress strategy. If Google 

has a problem with your website, it will provide all of the 

details here – so this is a place you want to be keeping 

an eye on regularly.

Forms are an essential part of websites that require 

any type of information feedback. Gravity Forms 

allows you to quickly build forms of any type from a 

simple enquiry forms to product order forms and 

detailed questionnaires.

Development of these forms is made easy through 

the plugin’s form builder tool, which allows you to 

define how each field should be presented. This 

includes options for specifying the type of input, 

available options and validation rules. More advanced 

presentation can also be defined through conditional 

logic, allowing forms to show and hide fields based on 

the user’s input.

The plugin has full management for responses 

generated by its forms, including abilities to view 

responses by individual people, make alterations and 

export responses to CSV. 

    Notifications can also be configured to be sent via 

email or to show in the login dashboard in response to 

form entries. 

Events Manager provides everything you need to use 

your website for event registrations. There are 

features to make the plugin useful for single events as 

well as recurring events, including management for 

tickets, locations and more. Online payment 

integration, coupon codes and more can be set up 

with the pro version.

Not only can the plugin allow you to list events on 

your website, it can also be integrated with website and 

desktop calendars. This is possible through its AJAX 

API for websites and also feeds for iCal. They also have 

a ready made calendar add-on for anyone who doesn’t 

want to get too bogged down with technical 

development work.

No registration tool would be complete without 

management features, and Events Manager is no 

exception. Details of events and their registered 

attendees can be managed, along with the ability for 

user submitted events to be assigned a status of 

pending or approved.

Whether your website exists to make sales or provide 

information, being able to identify who is visiting your 

website is important for building better engagement. 

Once Leadin has identified the website visitor, it is able 

to find additional information about them from public 

sources such as social networks. This information may 

include details about their location, work history and 

who they work for. Its ability to find additional 

information about people engaging with your website 

allows you to be more focused in closing sales and 

other goals that your website exists to serve.

Leadin provides reporting that reveals detailed 

insights on how people are interacting with your 

website, as well as new information it has captured 

about them. 

With Leadin checking interactions generated through 

page views and form interactions, it is able to build a 

more detailed profile of each person who visits your 

website – including anonymous users who are yet to 

identify themselves.

Flow-Flow allows you to publish an attractive social 

wall detailing your activities on social networks. Not 

only does this plugin provide compatibility with all of 

the major social networks, it also provides support for 

multiple accounts. This means that you could show 

activities for multiple people or brands on the same 

social network.

Flow-Flow is also highly customisable, with it 

providing the ability to alter the formatting, layout and 

colours used for wall items. For those who lack time, 

there are already many professional layouts to choose 

from.

The social wall provides engaging interactivity that 

enhance usability. Wall posts can be filtered by 

keyword search, as well as by the social network they 

come from. The most noticeable feature is how 

content expands into a lightbox when selected. These 

selected items reveal additional options for social 

media sharing; avoiding the main wall from becoming 

cluttered with too many options.

Marketing
GRAVITY FORMS
www.gravityforms.com

EVENTS MANAGER
wp-events-plugin.com

LEADIN
https://wordpress.org/plugins/leadin

FLOW-FLOW
https://wordpress.org/plugins/flow-flow-social-streams
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2. Create the project
Our app is imaginatively called TransportFinder. To run

the iOS Simulator you will need Xcode to be installed but

after that it’s very simple to build via the CLI. Initiating the

project pulls in RN’s dependencies and creates the

recommended project structure.

$ react-native init TransportFinder

$ cd TransportFinder

$ react-native run-ios

3. Import dependencies
Within index.ios.js we’ll keep some of the key imports but

also add MapView and TouchableHighlight. These will

allow the native map component and buttons to be

added. MapView only works with iOS, for Android use the

third-party react-native-maps.

import React, {Component} from 'react';

import {

AppRegistry,

Text,

View,

MapView,

TouchableHighlight

} from ‘react-native';

import { create } from 'apisauce';

or many, React transformed how they

approached JavaScript programming.

React Native (RN) builds on these skills and

brings them to iOS and Android. Unlike

similar frameworks it doesn’t simply run React within a

WebView, it translates code you write into the native

equivalent. This makes it far more performant and more

capable of hooking into native functionality but also

requires slightly more upfront from the developer.

RN is built and used by Facebook along with over 900

contributors. It’s well tested and trusted by many app

development companies including SoundCloud, QQ and

Discovery Channel to name a few. But why go native

when we could build progressive web apps instead? The

technology surrounding web apps is reaching parity with

native apps. This is great news for open standards but

some businesses will want the prestige of a native

application. If you do choose to build with React on the

web then it shouldn’t take too much of a leap to build

natively too.

We’re going to create a simple app with a single screen

composed of a full-screen map and buttons to toggle

which data to overlay. By the end of the tutorial you’ll

know how to create RN projects and the basics of how it

works. You don’t need any prior knowledge with React to

learn from RN!w

1. Install React Native
Installing React Native requires Watchman, which enables

cross-platform live reloading. The easiest way to install

this on OS X is through Homebrew, for Linux and

Windows follow the instructions at facebook.github.io/

react-native/docs/getting-started.html. The CLI allows

you to build and run it.

$ brew install watchman

$ npm install -g react-native-cli
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F

Left 

Our TouchableHighlight (aka button) is proudly 
displaying in the centre. It has an automatic ‘depressed’ 
state akin to :focus in CSS
 
Top left

The MapView is easy to implement and probably looks 
familiar, it uses the same view as Apple Maps. You can 
optionally zoom and track the user
 
Top right

React Native allows you to use the latest JavaScript 
features today, like await and async, making it much easier 
to reason about asynchronous logic

Running a simulator
You can run your creation with react-native 
run-ios or react-native run-android in Terminal. 
This starts the simulator as well as a server, and 
this compiles your JavaScript on the fly enabling 
live reloading. 



4. Initiate state
React components are ES6 classes, every class can have

a constructor function which automatically runs when it’s

created; we can use this to set an initial state. In this case

this is an array of coordinates to show on the map and

which transport types are currently active.

class TransportFinder extends Component{

constructor() {

this.state = {

coordinates: [],

active: []

};

}

}
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5. Render the MapView
The render function uses React’s signature JSX to 

transform the component state into markup. The braces 

are JavaScript expressions-like references to object 

properties and Booleans. Here we’re rendering a View 

component (think <div>), and wrapping a MapView 

passing some properties (props) via attributes.

render() {

return (

<View style={styles.container}>

<MapView

style={styles.map}

showsUserLocation={true}

zoomEnabled={true}

annotations={this.state.coordinates} />

</View>

);

}

6. Register the component
We now have a very basic React component but need to 

register it so the native system knows what to run. The 

second param is a function which returns the 

component itself. This only needs to be done for the 

‘root’ component, the one that hooks the others up. 

AppRegistry.registerComponent('FerryFinder', 

() => FerryFinder);

7. Use TouchableHighlight
We’ll expand the render method a little further by adding 

a Bus button. When the user clicks this it’ll display the 

UK’s bus stops on a map. Buttons are catchily called 

‘Touchable Highlights’ so that’s the component we’ll use. 

Note the use of an ES6 arrow function to call 

handleButtonPress with an argument.

<View style={styles.buttonContainer}>

<TouchableHighlight

style={[styles.button, this.state.active.

indexOf('bus') > -1 ? styles.buttonActive : 

'']}

onPress={() => this.handleButtonPress('bus') 

}>

<View>

<Text style={styles.buttonText}>Bus</Text>

</View>

</TouchableHighlight>

</View>

8. Delegate the button press
The logic behind this is quite verbose but can be split 

into two distinct areas: we want to toggle whether or not 

bus is active. We then want to find out whether or not it’s 

active to toggle its visibility on the map. Const is used 

because once isActive is set within the function it won’t 

be changed.

handleButtonPress(type) {

const isActive = this.

toggleActiveState(type);

this.toggleVisibility(type, isActive);

}

9. Toggle whether active
This references the component itself so we can use it to 

call methods on the class or find out information about 

its state. One of the nice things about React and React 

Native is it uses the language to the best of its abilities. 

The goal of this is to find if bus is in the active array.

toggleActiveState(type) {

const active = this.state.active;

const index = active.indexOf(type);

Eff icient debugging
Visual Studio Code has built-in support for React 
Native debugging which starts the live reloading 
server and the simulator, allowing you to add 
breakpoints from within the editor.
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Top left

The bus data annotations overlay on the map as pins. As 
each one has a title property, it will then display an 
overlay when pressed

Top right 

Notice that as more buttons are added they shuffle along 
with equal spacing thanks to flexbox positioning. The ferry 
dataset is smallest of the three

Right

Even in areas with a high density of annotations the map is 
still smooth and scrollable. This is all thanks to it being 
natively rendered



} else {

return coords[type];

}

}

12. Organise constants
These two constants will store the transport API details

and the coordinates for bus, train and ferry services.

Even though it’s declared as a constant doesn’t mean

that we’re prevented from pushing to the arrays, we just

can’t overwrite it.

const api = create({

baseURL: 'https://data.gov.uk/data/api'

});

const coords = {

bus: [],

train: [],

ferry: []

};

13. Get data from API 
GetData will be responsible for getting the bus, train or

ferry data from the API switching out the relevant part of

the URL. This method will contain an asynchronous

request so we declare the function as async.

async getData(type) {

var coordinates = [];

var url = '';

switch (type) {

const isActive = index > -1;

// next step

return isActive;

}

10. Work on multiple words 
If ‘bus’ is found in the active array then we want to 

remove it from there. We’re doing this in an immutable 

way so the original active array isn’t aff ected until it’s set 

by setState. If bus isn’t in the array then we add it with 

concat, again, this doesn’t mutate the original array.

if (isActive) {

this.setState({

active: active.slice(0, index).

concat(active.slice(index + 1))

});

} else {

this.setState({

active: active.concat([type])

});

}

11. Support with async functions
This is where it gets cool. React Native has built-in 

support for async/await which makes async 

programming much more pleasant. GetCoordinates gets 

coordinates, from the cache or the web service, it doesn’t 

really matter which and it can then return either without 

treating them diff erently.

async getCoordinates(type) {

if (!coords[type].length) {

return await this.getData(type);
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case 'bus':

url = 'naptan_coach_stations';

break;

case 'train':

url = 'naptan_railway_stations';

break;

case 'ferry':

url = 'naptan_ferry_ports';

break;

}

// next step

}

14. Inject variables
The API is created with the Apisauce library which aims 

to make talking with APIs less awkward and more 

consistent. It’s also crazy simple to use, using the ES6 

string interpolation with ${} makes injecting variables into 

strings much more readable.

return api

.get(`service/transport/${url}/nearest`, {

lat: 53.399397,

lon: -2.9803698000000622

}).then((response) => {

// next step

});

15. Remap the location data
For each result we’re going to tweak the structure a little 

to match what MapView expects the pins to look like 

(these are called annotations). The train data name is 

stationname instead of name so we have a simple 
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Ignite your RN 
development
Ignite from Infinite Red 
(bit.ly/2aOiZds) is a 
promising kickstarter for 
React Native projects. 
After a handful of 
commands you can have a 
project with everything 
that you will need to build 
most projects out there. 
The diff iculty for a 
beginner is then 
extricating what’s needed 
versus what isn’t. After 
working on a few React 
Native projects and 
getting to grips with the 
basics, a starter project 
will make sense. What it is 
really useful for is 
highlighting which of the 
thousands of community 
projects are worth 
including. In this project 
we’re using Apisauce and 
can highly recommend the 
other third-party projects 
which Ignite uses: 
Reactotron, react-native-
maps, reduxsauce and 
react-native-i18n.
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fallback to check both. The result is saved to both the 

cache and coordinates array. 

coords[type] = response.data.result.

map((location) => {

return {

latitude: location.latlong.coordinates[1],

longitude: location.latlong.coordinates[0],

title: location.name || location.stationname

};

});

coordinates = coords[type];

return coordinates;

16. Pull the coordinates together 

If bus isn’t active then get the coordinates for the bus 

stations and add it to the current array. When we’re all 

done we set the new coordinate state. In ES6 setting { 

coordinates } is equivalent to { coordinates: coordinates }.

async toggleVisibility(type, isActive) {

var coordinates;

if (!isActive) {

let newCoords = await this.

getCoordinates(type);

coordinates = [...newCoords, ...this.state.

coordinates];

} else {

// next step

}

this.setState({ coordinates });

}

 

17. Rebuild coordinates array 

If bus is active then we’ll go have to go through each 

active transport type’s array and add them to the 

coordinates array, and these will be read and reflected in 

the MapView. Using concat we can easily transfer items 

in one array into another without having to end up with 

any nesting.

coordinates = [];

this.state.active.forEach((item) => {

if (type !== item) {

coordinates = coordinates.

concat(coords[item]);

}

});

18. Create stylesheet 

Now let’s move on to creating a separate file called 

‘styles.js’. Styling with React Native is slightly different to 

what we web developers are comfortable with. 

Everything here is a JavaScript object so numbers are 

without units and property names are CamelCase. In this 

case then, we would have to write styles={styles.map} to 

apply these styles.

import { StyleSheet } from 'react-native';

export default StyleSheet.create({

map: {

flex: 1,

width: 400,

height: 100,

alignSelf: 'stretch'

}

});

19. Import stylesheet 
Back in index.ios.js import the styles so we’re able to 

reference them. Styles in React Native are encouraged to 

use Flexbox. Also you can’t nest like .map .button but if 

this is something you’ll miss you can use react-native-

nested-stylesheets.

import styles from './styles';

20. Add a train button 
We only have a single button for bus but we’ve got data 

for ferries and trains so let’s add these buttons. The code 

is largely the same with the only difference being the text 

displayed and which state to check whether it’s active.

<TouchableHighlight

style={[styles.button, this.state.active.

indexOf('train') > -1 ? styles.buttonActive 

: '']}

onPress={() => this.

handleButtonPress('train') }>

<View>

<Text style={styles.buttonText}>Train</Text>

</View>

</TouchableHighlight>

21. Add a ferry button 
Finally add the ferry button. We can add multiple styles 

to a component using an array. This is the end of our 

journey into React Native together but hopefully it’s 

sparked what you’ll need going forwards to create your 

own native applications. 

<TouchableHighlight

style={[styles.button, this.state.active.

indexOf('ferry') > -1 ? styles.buttonActive 

: '']}

onPress={() => this.

handleButtonPress('ferry') }>

<View>

<Text style={styles.buttonText}>Ferry</Text>

</View>

</TouchableHighlight>

Measuring and 
debugging
You can shake a device or 
press Cmd/Ctrl+D to open the 
developer menu which holds 
many useful tools. You can 
reload directly from the 
server without recompiling 
the app, enable live reloading 
negating the need for 
reloading or enable hot 
reloading which swaps in 
chunks of code so the state is 
maintained. The latter is 
useful for checking certain 
flows of code. There’s also an 
inspector and performance 
monitor to ensure your app is 
running fluidly, separating the 
UI thread and JS thread. The 
UI thread FPS can drop when 
visual changes are made 
whereas the JS thread FPS 
drops when expensive 
computations are made. 
Using this and Systrace helps 
to track any problems.
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ith websites growing in complexity the 

need to build modular components is 

ever present. Without careful planning a

simple form can quickly develop into a 

behemoth of duplicated markup and spaghetti code that 

becomes a nightmare to maintain.

It’s not just a developer issue, either. Screen readers 

have a hard time working out anything that does not 

map to a regular HTML element. Common patterns like 

autocomplete fields can look nothing more than a few 

nested div tags.

With Web Components you can encapsulate 

behaviour inside a custom element. This allows you to 

build an accessible, well-performing component once 

and reuse wherever you like. Unfortunately only Chrome 

and Opera support them out of the box, with other 

browsers requiring a polyfill.

Polymer is a library from Google that not only polyfills 

Web Components but also provides helpful extensions 

such as data binding to aid data flow between them. It’s 

powerful enough to create a whole application but can 
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Register the 
components correctly
Make sure that each component you create calls 
the Polymer function. Custom element names 
must contain a dash to namespace its behaviour 
and avoid collisions with existing elements.

easily slot into existing projects and update sections one 

component at a time.

In this tutorial we will be building an autocomplete field 

– a common pattern found across the web. By utilising 

some existing components supplied by the Polymer 

Catalog we can make sure our component remains 

accessible and easy to maintain.

1. Download the Polymer CLI
The best way to get started using Polymer is the 

command-line interface. It includes useful tools to begin 

creating a component and to help develop it. If you 

haven’t already, make sure you have npm and Bower 

installed on your machine. The Polymer command-line 

interface uses Bower to keep track of any external 

dependencies your component relies on. On the 

command line run the following:

> npm install -g polymer-cli

2. Initialise a new component
With one command the Polymer command-line interface 

can scaff old out a new component for us. It can configure 

Bower, create the boilerplate for the component and even 

create some basic unit tests. Still in the command line, 

let’s now navigate to the tutorial directory and run the 

command that we have listed below. Follow the prompts 

to create a blank element template called ‘app-

autocomplete’. The next step is to create a web server to 

preview your component.

> polymer init

> polymer serve

3. Declare a property
As we want our component to be flexible we need to 

define important values within the properties object 

inside the element’s prototype. We can then set this 

value as an attribute on the element when we use it. Find 

the component inside app-autocomplete.html. We need 

to store a label property for the input. Remove the 

placeholder and add in the new definition. The value key 

defines a default value. 

properties: {

Top left

With paper-input, the label acts as a placeholder until text 
is entered. An input description needs to always be visible 

Top right 

By using the premade paper-input element you get certain 
accessibility benefits like proper labelling and focus styles

Left

When listening for a click or a tap, always use on-tap. This 
makes sure that it works the same on both touch and 
pointer interfaces

W



label: {

type: String,

value: 'Search’,

}

}

4. Import paper-input
While we could use a regular input field for our

autocomplete entry, Google provides a few useful

ready-made components that play well with others.

One of these is paper-input, which is an input field based

off of their Material Design style. Include it as a

dependency with Bower, and then import it inside

app-autocomplete.html with a link tag.

> bower install --save

PolymerElements/paper-input

<link rel="import"

href="../paper-input/paper-input.html">

5. Display the input
From here you can use paper-input like you would a

normal input field but with some extra built-in styles.

Replace the heading tags with a paper-input tag; passing

the name attribute alongside it will change the label. The

double square brackets indicate a one-way binding – it

passes the value of the label property from the host into

the child component.
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<paper-input label="[[ label ]]">

</paper-input>

6. Bind a value to the property
Binding the input value to a component property makes 

searching easier and allows us to update autocomplete 

results in real-time. Create a term property within the 

component with a String type and attach it to the value 

attribute of the paper-input. The double curly brackets 

indicate an automatic binding, which means any change 

inside paper-input will also update our component. 

<paper-input id=”search”

label="[[ label ]]"

value="{{ term }}">

7. Add a clear button
As our users are going to be typing many diff erent things 

there should be an easy way to clear the input. The 

Catalog has another component called paper-icon-

button that can be added inside a paper-input. It allows 

us to display many diff erent icons that match the style.

Like before, import it as a dependency and reference at 

the top of the file. We can then add the component 

inside paper-input.

<paper-icon-button suffix icon="clear">

</paper-icon-button>

8. Clear the text on click
Now when the button gets clicked we should clear the 

input field. As we bound the value of the input to a 

property we can simply clear the property value and the 

input follows suit. Add a clearText function to the 

prototype, just underneath properties. Then on the 

paper-button-icon, add an on-tap attribute that calls it.

for(var clearText: function(e) {

this.term = "";

}

<paper-icon-button suffix icon="clear"

on-tap=”clearText”></paper-icon-button>

9. Disable button 
When the input is empty, there is no need for the button 

to clear it. By disabling it screen readers will avoid 

interacting with it. We can toggle the disabled attribute 

based on the result of a function. The dollar sign 

indicates we are setting an attribute on the element itself 

and not as a property.

hasTyped: function(term) {

return term !== "" ? true : false;

}

<paper-icon-button […]

disabled$="[[!hasTyped(term)]]">

</paper-icon-button>

10. Load in names with iron-ajax
Rather than have all possible options hard-coded into our 

component, we are going to load them from an external 

JSON file with another Catalog component called 

iron-ajax. This takes away the complexities of AJAX 

requests for us and places the fetched values into a 

property. Like before, let’s install the dependency and 

then link to it.

> bower install --save

PolymerElements/iron-ajax 

<link rel="import"

href="../iron-ajax/iron-ajax.html">

11. Expose the AJAX URL
To make sure that our component is reuseable we 

should avoid hard-coding the URL of the JSON file inside 

it. The iron-ajax element will then fetch the file 

automatically when the page loads. Make another 

Query with iron-ajax
If your data set is likely to be large or complex, 
query the server and send the results to iron-ajax 
instead. The requests can be programmatically 
submitted with optional data-bound parameters.
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Top left

The iron-ajax element is a utility element, meaning it 
provides functionality without any UI. It still appears 
– and is searchable within – the DOM

Top right 

The iron-list element must have a defined height to 
function properly. Otherwise you might find an incomplete 
list or odd scrolling behaviour

Right

Without any visual indication, verify iron-ajax is pulling in 
from the right path by checking all of your browser’s 
network requests



</div>

</template>

</iron-list>

14. Style the list
We only want the list to be fairly small and overlay just

beneath the input box as to not push all other content

down. Similarly the options would need to be bigger in

order to be selected easier. Styles added in the template

of our component are namespaced so we don’t need to

worry about vague selectors affecting other elements in

the page. Add some basic styles to the list and the

entries within it.

:host {

display: block;

position: relative;

}

iron-list {

height: 200px;

position: absolute;

left: 0;

right: 0;

z-index: 1;

}

15. Display a computed data set
Polymer allows properties to be computed. If any values

used as parameters are updated, the computed value is

also updated. Create a filteredData property, which then

calls a filteredItems function, passing the unfiltered data

and the search term as parameters. Create that empty

property now called ‘url’ with a String type to store the 

value. Inside the app-autocomplete element tag within 

demo/index.html add in a url attribute that points to the 

premade data.json file.

<app-autocomplete url=”/data.json”>

</app-autocomplete>

12. Store the response
We can set iron-ajax to fetch the data when the element 

loads and store its contents in another property. The 

component will then search through that data set itself.

Add a new data property with an Object type to hold our 

results. Then add an iron-ajax element underneath our 

paper-input. The handle-as attribute lets Polymer know 

the type of data to expect.

<iron-ajax auto url="[[ url ]]"

handle-as="json"

last-response="{{ data }}">

</iron-ajax>

13. Display values with iron-list
Now we have the data we need to display it somehow. 

Another great Catalog element is iron-list. It takes a long 

list and makes an accessible, high-performance set of 

DOM nodes for it, which makes it perfect to use here. 

Import it like before and add it to our component right 

below iron-ajax.

<iron-list items="[[data]]" as="item"

selection-enabled>

<template>

<div class=”entry” tabindex$=

"{{tabIndex}}" item="{{item}}">

{{item.name}}
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function and use the property as the items attribute 

value for iron-list instead.

filteredData: {

type: Object,

computed: 'filteredItems(data, term)'

}

[…]

filteredItems: function(data, query) {

return data;

}

16. Filter the list
Inside filteredData we can use regular JavaScript to 

remove items from the list. Use the filter method on the 

Array prototype to add or remove items from the data 

set based on the query parameter. Finally, return this new 

array so filteredData has a value.

return data.filter(function(item) {

if(item.name.toLowerCase()

.indexOf(query) !== -1) {

return true;

}

return false;

});

17. Hide when not in use
In order to see the rest of the form we need to hide the 

iron-list when the input is empty. Thankfully we already 

wrote some code to check that for the clear button. Add 

the hidden attribute to the iron-list bound to the output 

of hasTyped as before.
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The Polymer 
Element Catalog
Every Polymer project is 
built using interconnecting 
elements – hence the 
name. So long as each 
element is built to be 
customisable, a project 
can reuse elements that 
can speed up the site 
making process. 

The Polymer team has 
been hard at work 
creating high-quality 
elements for easy 
importing. They are all 
housed in the Polymer 
Catalog, where they are 
grouped by use cases. 

Iron elements, for 
example, are components 
for everyday functionality 
like validation, icon sets 
and AJAX. 

These have been 
designed with accessibility 
and performance in mind. 
Check the Catalog to 
import ready-made 
behaviour before creating 
your own.
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<iron-list […]

hidden$="[[!hasTyped(term)]]">

18. Add a selected item
When an item gets selected we should add it to an array 

and keep a record of it for submission. Add a 

selectedItems property with an Object type that defaults 

to an empty array. Then add a listener to the iron-list to 

detect when an item has been selected and then add it 

to that array.

<iron-list […]

on-selected-item-changed=

"selectedItemChanged">

selectedItemChanged: function(e, item) {

if(item.value !== null) {

this.push('selectedItems', 

item.value);

}

}

19. Loop through items
Now that we have an array it would be useful for us to 

see those values on the screen. We can use another 

template element that binds to the array so that our 

array grows more elements that will appear in the form. 

The dom-repeat helper element is built into Polymer for 

this case. Let’s bind it to the value of selectedItems to 

display the values.

<template is="dom-repeat"

items="{{ selectedItems }}">

<div>

{{ item.name }}

</div>

</template>

20. Create an item subcomponent
It becomes easier to style and maintain these values if 

you have a separate subcomponent that deals with the 

data for you. Duplicate the app-autocomplete.html file 

and then rename it to ‘app-autocomplete-item.html’. Now 

let’s remove everything but the base Polymer code as 

well as the core Polymer and paper-icon-button link tags. 

Make sure that you keep a reference to the item in the 

properties object.

<div class="item">

{{ item.name }}

</div>

<input type="hidden" name="item[]"

value="{{ item.id }}">

21. Remove on button click
Finally, we will now need a way to remove a selected 

item from the list. By firing off  a custom remove event 

inside of our new subcomponent we can listen for it in 

the parent and subsequently deal with it there. Now 

simply add in another paper-button-icon to the 

subcomponent that when clicked runs a function that 

fires the remove event. Add a listener for that as an 

attribute on the element in the parent. 

this.fire('remove', this.item);

Top left

Make sure the dropdown styles not only on hover, but 
also in focus too. People navigating with keyboards will 
need to see what’s selected

Top right 

Make sure you check for non-null values on select. The 
iron-list element will fire two events – one nullifying the 
previous selection and another adding the new one

Right

As an alternative you could have each item extend the 
native input element, which would interpret the entry as 
part of the form without having to hack around it



BUY YOUR COPY TODAY
Print edition available at www.imagineshop.co.uk

Digital edition available at www.greatdigitalmags.com

Also available…

A world of content at your fi ngertips
Whether you love gaming, history, 

animals, photography, Photoshop,  
sci-fi  or anything in between, every 

magazine and bookazine from 
Imagine Publishing is packed with 

expert advice and fascinating facts.   

From the makers of 

First timers will fi nd Web Design for Beginners to be an essential 
handbook. Spelling out all the basics, it will teach you how to 
use HTML and CSS to create and style your website, before 
honing the user experience with more advanced techniques.

Web Design
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HOSTING LISTINGS

Featured host: tidyhosts 
www.tidyhosts.com / 05603 674610

Tidyhosts has become a leading 
cloud hosting provider throughout 
the world. It boasts a feature-rich 

selection of services including domain 

registration, shared web hosting, 

WordPress hosting, hosted exchange 

email, cloud virtual servers and media 

streaming. Its passion and drive for 

About us
success has gained a highly reliable 

and trusted reputation from its 

customers making us number one for 

hosting services. Founded in 2004 by 

three developers who wanted to build 

hosting infrastructure for developers, 

years on, the company has expanded 

to offer much more. 

Domain names – Simple 
domain registration with a 
large choice of TLDs. 

Shared web hosting 
– Includes one-click 
application installers and a 
choice of Windows or Linux.

What we offer

5 Tips from the pros

Testimonials

Cloud virtual servers – Take 
full control over your hosting, 
install the software you need 
on your server.

SHOUTcast hosting – Start 
your own radio station with 
our SHOUTcast hosting 
service, easy to set up and use.

1. Ensure that you choose the 
right domain 
When choosing your domain, make 
sure it’s easy to remember and 
resembles what you are offering. 
Customers are more likely to come 

back if they can remember your URL.

2. Create clear, concise 
website content
Keep the content on your website 
clear, informative and more 
importantly, relative! Avoid any 

duplication of content on different 

pages as this can affect your rankings 

on search engines.

3. Utilise SSL certificates to 
stay secure
More sites are moving to SSL security 

to protect their customers from the 
ever-increasing threats on the web.  
Search engines are now ranking sites 

with an SSL higher than those without. 

4. Make sure you choose the 
right plan
When you are ready to purchase 
hosting, check that you have enough 
resources especially if you expect 
your website to grow quickly. Seek 

advice from tidyhosts if you are unsure.

5. Use one-click installers 
when building a website 
If you are new to building a website 
then we have a number of useful 
one-click application installers. These 

help you get up and running, including 

the popular WordPress system.

Kelly Underwood 

“ I’ve been with a number of web host providers in the past which have at 

some point let me down. I now realise the importance of using a host that is 

well known. ”

John Corey 

“ We have our email hosted with tidyhosts, which serves a small number of 

users in our office. We have found this solution is much more cost effective. ”

Jenny Brice 

“ A great host with fantastic knowledge. I have only had to use the support 

channels a few times but the replies I have had helped me instantly so well  

worth it. ”

To advertise here contact Luke 
luke.biddiscombe@imagine-publishing.co.uk
+44 (0)1202586431

Get your listing in our directory

“ When you are ready to 
purchase hosting, check 
that you have enough 
resources ”
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UK-based hosting SSD Web hosting

All-inclusive hosting

Budget hosting

Cluster web hosting Value Linux hosting

Zero carbon hosting Fast, reliable hosting

To advertise here contact Luke 
luke.biddiscombe@imagine-publishing.co.uk
+44 (0)1202 586431

Get your listing in our directory

www.cyberhostpro.com 
0845 5279 345

www.bargainhost.co.uk
0843 289 2681

www.1and1.co.uk
0333 336 5509

www.hetzner.de/us
+49 09831 505-0

www.fasthosts.co.uk
0808 1686 777

patchman-hosting.co.uk
01642 424 237

www.netcetera.co.uk
0800 808 5450

www.bytemark.co.uk
01904 890 890

Cyber Host Pro are committed to 
providing the best cloud server 
hosting in the UK, they are obsessed 
with automation. If you’re looking for a 

hosting provider who will provide you 

with the quality you need to help your 

business grow then look no further 

than Cyber Host Pro.

 Cloud VPS Servers
 Reseller hosting
 Dedicated Servers

Since 2001 Bargain Host have 

campaigned to off er the lowest possible 

priced hosting in the UK. They have 

achieved this goal successfully and built 

up a large client database which includes 

many repeat customers. They have also 

won several awards for providing an 

outstanding hosting service.

 Shared hosting
Cloud servers
 Domain names

1&1 Internet is a leading hosting 

provider that enables businesses, 

developers and IT pros to succeed 

online. Established in 1988, 1&1 now 

Hetzner Online is a professional web 

hosting provider and experienced data 

centre operator. Since 1997 the company 

has provided private and business clients 

UK based and operating 24/7 from 

dedicated UK data centres. Fasthosts 

keep over one million domains running 

smoothly and safely each day.

Their services can be self-managed 

through the award winning Fasthosts 

Control Panel. They also maintain a highly 

successful reseller channel.

Dedicated Servers 
 Cloud Servers
 Hosted email

Linux hosting is a great solution for 

home users, business users and web 

designers looking for cost-eff ective and 

powerful hosting. Whether you are 

building a single-page portfolio, or you 

are running a database-driven 

eCommerce website, there is a Linux 

hosting solution for you. 

 Student hosting deals
 Site designer
 Domain names

Formed in 1996, Netcetera is one of 

Europe’s leading web hosting service 

providers, with customers in over 75 

countries worldwide. Providing an 

unmatched value for your budget is the 

driving force behind our customer service 

and infrastructure services.

Domain names
 Cloud hosting
Managed hosting

Founded in 2002, Bytemark are “the UK 

experts in cloud & dedicated hosting”. 

Their manifesto includes in-house 

expertise, transparent pricing, free 

software support, keeping promises 

made by support staff  and off ering 

top-quality hosting hardware at fair prices.

 Managed hosting
 UK cloud hosting
 Linux hosting

operates across ten countries. With a 

comprehensive range of high-

performance and aff ordable products, 1&1 

off ers everything from simple domain 

registration to award-winning website 

building tools, eCommerce packages & 

powerful cloud servers.

 Easy domain registration
 Professional eShops 
 High-performance servers

with high-performance hosting products 

as well as the infrastructure for the 

eff icient operation of sites. A combination 

of stable technology, attractive pricing, 

flexible support and services has enabled 

Hetzner Online to strengthen its market 

position both nationally & internationally. 

 Dedicated/Shared hosting
 Colocation racks
 SSL Certificates



Classif ied Adver t is ing

Discover more on
fl yeralarm.com

Business cards, letterheaded paper, pens and much more: we print your stationery with your design. All at low cost, quick turnaround and in high quality.

Note pads with adhesive binding

A6, glue binding on the top, 25 sheets,
90gsm offset white, 4/0-colours

100 copies

£38.81 GROSS

£32.34 NET

200 copies

£47.57 GROSS

£39.64 NET

Business cards classic

8.5 x 5.5 cm, 300gsm matt, double-sided
matt dispersion varnish, 4/4-colours

250 copies

£21.49 GROSS

£17.91 NET

1,000 copies

£22.99 GROSS

£19.16 NET

Pens standard

White pen, blue ink,
1-colour print on the clip

500 copies

£212.02 GROSS

£176.68 NET

1,000 copies

£345.74 GROSS

£288.12 NET

Order your stationery online at incredible prices

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

SCAN YOUR TREAT

0800 808 5450 Come Celebrate with us and 
scan the QR Code to grab 

your birthday treat!

of Hosting
TWENTY YEARS

Celebrating

Domains : Hosting - Cloud - Servers



Classif ied Adver t is ing 01202 586442

* You may cancel any time in the fi rst month. Offer applies to 12-month contract e.g. Personal package at £0.99/month for 12 months, then £6.99/month. Prices excl. 20% VAT 
and are subject to change. One FREE domain included with the purchase of a new Personal package for the first year and one permanent domain included with purchase of a 
new Business package, subject to availability. Visit 1and1.co.uk for full T&Cs. 1&1 Internet Ltd, Discovery House, 154 Southgate Street, Gloucester, GL1 2EX. 

1and1.co.uk

DOMAINS | WEBSITES | eCOMMERCE  | ONLINE MARKETING

Choose one of our industry-specifi c templates 
and create your own professional website with 
1&1 MyWebsite. 

No experience necessary

For all industries

 Domain included*

PROFESSIONAL

WEBSITE

CREATE YOUR OWN

1&1 MY WEBSITE

£0.99
per month* 
excl. 20% VATfrom

MONTH
SHORT TERM
CONTRACTS1 CALL

SPEAK WITH AN 
EXPERT 24.71 CERTAINTY

FAIL SAFE1
 0800 171 2631



Free with 
your magazine

Register to get instant access
to this pack of must-have 
creative resources, how-to 
videos and tutorial assets

Essential assets
and templates
Get textures, fonts,
backgrounds and more

Exclusive
video tutorials
Learn to code/create with
HTML, CSS, JS & PHP

Tutorial
project files
All the assets you’ll need
to follow our tutorials master this issue’s HTML, CSS and

JavaScript techniques

Pluralsight
(www.pluralsight.com)

templates from SparkleStock
(www.sparklestock.com)

Plus, all of this
is yours too…

Log in to filesilo.co.uk/webdesigner Free 
for digital 

readers too!
Read on your tablet, 
download on your 

computer



Get started
Everything you need to 
know about accessing 
your FileSilo account

01Follow the instructions 
on screen to create an 

account with our secure FileSilo 
system. Log in and unlock the 
issue by answering a simple 
question about the magazine.

02You can access FileSilo 
on any computer, tablet 

or smartphone device using any 
popular browser. However, we 
recommend that you use a 
computer to download content, 
as you may not be able to 
download files to other devices.

03 If you have any 
problems with 

accessing content on FileSilo 
take a look at the FAQs online 
or email our team at the 
address below
filesilohelp@imagine-publishing.co.uk

Unlock the entire iCreate FileSilo library with your unique Web
ID – the eight-digit alphanumeric code that is printed above
your address details on the mailing label of your subscription
copies. It can also be found on any renewal letters.

Already a print subscriber?
Here’s how to unlock FileSilo today…

The home of great
downloads – exclusive to 
your favourite magazines 
from Imagine Publishing

Secure and safe online 
access, from anywhere

Free access for every 
reader, print and digital

Download only the files 
you want, when you want

All your gifts, from all 
your issues, in one place

Over 40 hours
of video guides
Let the experts teach you

to create and code

More than
400 tutorials

Get the code you
need to get creative

Over 200
creative assets 

Templates, fonts, textures 
and backgrounds

Subscribe today & unlock the free 
gifts from more than 40 issues

Access our entire library of resources with a money saving 
subscription to the magazine – that’s more than 900 free resources

Unlock 
every 
issue

MMoorree thaann
900000 rreasssoonnns
tooo ssuuubscccrribbbee

More 
added 
every 
issue

Head to page 64 to subscribe now



ALL IN YOUR NEXT

EB DESIGNER
sue 254 on sale

Thursday 13th October 2016

Visit the WEB DESIGNER online shop at

for back issues, books and merchandise
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ADD ANIMATION 
TO WEB FORMS
Code engaging UI elements to 
enhance the user’s experience 

WORK WITH WEB 
ANIMATION API
Create dynamic animations with
the assistance of JavaScript 

TWEET,  REACH 
AND ENGAGE
Learn how to implement and 
integrate Twitter into your projects

FULL-SCREEN 
SCROLLING
Get vertical and horizontal full-
screen scrolling with fullPage.js

All you need to know to take your web typography to new levels

WEB
FONTS

THE LATEST TRENDS

NEW TYPEFACES

BEST FREE FONTS

PRO PICKS

INSPIRATIONAL
TYPOGRAPHY






